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Artists’ Books Exhibitions
University of the West of England, Bristol, UK
Tom Trusky Exhibition Cases, Bower Ashton Library
The Sunderland Book Project
1st February – 1st March 2012
Theresa Easton - curator
The Sunderland Book Project is Theresa Easton’s latest
artist’s book project initiative. The projects aim is to raise
the profile of the city of Sunderland through the medium
of artist’s books worldwide and provide a platform for
bookmakers to exhibit and showcase their work. The project
brief asks participants to make a book, in response to the
city of Sunderland. The project is free to enter and has so
far attracted over 50 participants from as far afield as Brazil.
Launched in September 2011 at Arts Centre Washington,
Tyne & Wear, the exhibition positively promoted and
encouraged audience participation by providing bespoke
deck chairs to relax in while leafing through the books on
display. All topics and production methods have been be
considered. From the hand-crafted to the ‘blurb’ produced
photo book.

Graham Smith based in London, responded to the
brief with two books. Sunderland from Oak to Iron is a
social comment on the city’s shipbuilding history, while
Sunderland documents the football clubs historical change
of strip. The project initiated new collaborations, with
football once again a topical theme. Poet Ian Horn came
together with Printmaker Theresa Easton to interpret a
poem written by Horn and inspired by the Thomas MM
Hemy painting of 1895, which hangs in the entrance hall
of the Stadium of Light. The work claims to be one of the
earliest portrayals of Association Football in the world.
The book presents the viewer with a challenging read as it
incorporates a reproduction of the painting, which has been
overprinted with Horn’s poem and then carefully folded to
create an upright 3 dimensional object. Other collaborations
with a North East link are Jennie Brockington and Karen
Dodsworth’s documentary book To The Light House,
celebrating the river Wears historical industrial roots and
current regeneration. Further afield Grupo Gralha Azul
based in Brazil, represent a group of artists that come
together regularly to respond to international opportunities,
such as The Sunderland Book Project. Working with images
taken from the Internet, the group produced two pieces of
work Sunderland – City of Glass and Sunderland.

Arvon Wellen, Bede and the Shipbuilder’s Wife

Stepping back further in time Arvon Wellen is interested in
the connection between history and technology and the role
of writing. In Bede and the Shipbuilder’s Wife, he portrays
these ideas beautifully in a series of digital prints referencing
calligraphic marks and machinery.

Artists’ books by Graham Smith
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The Sunderland Book Project is an ongoing project.
The next deadline for receiving work is 28th March 2012.

For more information and to download an application
form visit The Sunderland Book Project page at
http://theresaeaston.wordpress.com or email
theresa_easton@yahoo.co.uk
The next North East venue for display is in Middlesbrough
2nd April until 26th May 2012. The collection will be on
display in the Archive & Display Cabinets, School of Arts &
Media, Teesside University, Middlesbrough, TS1 3BA

Intersections and Detours
Elsi Vassdal Ellis
23 Sandy Gallery, Portland, USA
3rd February - 10th March 2012
23 Sandy Gallery is pleased to present a solo show for book
artist Elsi Vassdal Ellis from Bellingham, Washington. Elsi
has the unique distinction of being selected for every single
national juried book arts exhibition here at 23 Sandy since
we opened our doors nearly five years ago. We are proud
to honour Elsi with a solo show of her one-of-a-kind
and edition artists’ books that are most often political in
nature, focusing on topics ranging from war to famine and
genocide to the inequities of male versus female pay scales.
Elsi has decided that her job as a book artist is really more
that of an alchemist, someone who searches the ends of the
earth for the necessary matter, subjects it to fire and ice and
distillation, concentrating the experiences to serve as the
voice and witness for current and future generations.

She tells us, “As alchemist I have mined blogs and reports,
read books and articles, watched documentaries about
soldiers and battlefields and air strikes, friendly fire, suicides,
physically detached soldiers half a world away operating
drones, the economic and psychological costs of war. There
are moments I know I would be better off not focusing
on such topics in my work. Mood swings, tears, a feeling
of disgust, a fear of becoming a voyeur all haunt me but I
tell myself someone must stand on the street corners on
soapboxes, to bear witness to the current state of the world
and human action. Right or wrong, good or bad, helpful or
harmful, that someone is me.”
Elsi Vassdal Ellis teaches design production and book arts at
Western Washington University. She established EVE Press
in 1983 she has produced over 95 editions and 120 unique
books employing a variety of reproduction techniques and
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materials. Her work is permanently housed in many public
collections including the National Museum of Women in
the Arts, New York City Public Library, Ruth and Marvin
Sackner Archive of Concrete and Visual Poetry, Grabhorn
Collection in the San Francisco Public Library, and Arts of
the Book Collection in the Yale University Library.
23 Sandy Gallery is open Thursday, Friday and Saturday,
Noon to 6pm, plus late on First Fridays. We are also very
generous with appointments outside of gallery hours.
Please contact Laura Russell to schedule a visit.
We are located at 623 NE 23rd Avenue, just three doors
north of Sandy Boulevard in Central Eastside Portland.
http://www.23sandy.com Tel: 503-927-4409
Blog: www.23sandygallery.blogspot.com
Twitter: www.twitter.com/laurarussell23

Ambrosine Allen
R O O M Gallery, London
Until 25 February 2012
Vast imaginary worlds built in collage from tiny paper
cuttings.
Encountering Ambrosine’s work you are first met with an
epic vision. Upon closer inspection the medium reveals
itself, and the illusionary world created entirely from the
artist’s imagination is made all the more astounding. Taking
pages from discarded encyclopaedias and cutting them into
tiny pieces the collage is meticulously realised at the point of
making, a process that can take many months to complete.

Broad Flat Valley, Ambrosine Allen

The series, Compendium to the New World is an on
going series of drawings and collages that reference 18th
and 19th century engravings of a geographical interest.
Informed by topography and the science, myths and
history of humanity’s interaction with the physical world,
it presents an array of landscapes both imaginary and real;
architectural and natural. The images are often troubling
in some way: these are landscapes in turmoil, altered
ecosystems where ambiguous structures sit in unusual
or precarious settings. Bizarre natural phenomena sweep
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through unfamiliar terrains, uncanny events unfold. It is
a world that shadows our own but presents an alternative
evolution. It proposes a possible outcome to the selfdestructive nature of mankind and pays recognition to the
force of nature.

Fine Impressions
Printmaking and artists’ books in Melbourne 1999-2010
Cowen Gallery, State Library of Victoria
Melbourne, Australia
Until 16th February 2012

Since completing an MA in Fine Art: Drawing at
Wimbledon School of Art 2005, Ambrosine has been a
finalist in the Jerwood Drawing Prize 2005/2006; exhibited
at the Rennie Mackintosh Gallery, Glasgow.
R O O M gallery London
31 Waterson Street, E2 8HT
www.roomartspace.co.uk
Tel 0207 613 2636

Two new exhibitions at the CDLA, France:
MOREpublishers
1st February - 16th June 2012
Jacques André, Iñaki Bonillas, Manuel Burgener, Cieslik &
Schenk, François Curlet, Koenraad Dedobbeleer, Lieven de
Boeck, Denicolai & Provoost, Nico Dockx, Sylvie Eyberg,
Dora García, Liam Gillick, Pernille Kapper Williams, Aglaia
Konrad, Peter Lemmens, Jochen Lempert, Mark Luyten,
Erwan Mahéo, Wobbe Micha, Jonathan Monk, Maurizio
Nannucci, Sophie Nys, Willem Oorebeek, Steve Van den
Bosch, Richard Venlet.
Jean-François Bory - I libri di Jean-François Bory
14th February - 16th June 2012
Poet, essayist, photo-artist, publisher.
Residencies, summer workshops and research trips in
a dedicated environment based around the collection,
the specialist library and the expertise of the cdla team.
Full information can be downloaded from
http://cdla.info/en/news
1 place Attane, F–87500 Saint-Yrieix-la-Perche, France
http://cdla.info

Nicola Dale - Kindle
John Rylands Library, Manchester, UK
Until 29 April 2012
Nicola Dale’s new artwork Kindle is inspired by the
changing format of knowledge and its current journey out
of libraries and books and into circuit boards and light.
Within The Old Map Room of the historic John Rylands
Library, the artist has installed thousands of hand-made
“candles” made from the pages of unwanted books. In
honour of the artwork’s surroundings, these are ordered
using a system unique to the work. In addition to Kindle,
the Library is also hosting a retrospective of the artist’s work
within the Crawford Room.
Kindle is present in association with Untitled Gallery.
It has been funded by Arts Council England. Kindle runs
until 29 April 2012 at John Rylands Library, 150 Deansgate,
Manchester M3 3EH, UK. The John Rylands Library is open
Monday 12 - 5 | Tuesday - Saturday 10 - 5 | Sunday 12 - 5.
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Fine impressions: printmaking and artists’ books in Melbourne
1999-2010 showcases beautiful limited-edition books by
20 Melbourne artists and printmakers. In the digital era
the future of the printed book seems uncertain, yet the
handmade artist’s book is a flourishing artform. Each of
these works is unique in its use of design, typography, paper
and binding, both drawing upon and extending the history
and tradition of the book. The artists featured include:
Angela Cavalieri, Daniel Moynihan, Bruno Leti, Inge King,
Gracia Haby and Louise Jennison (image above).
Cowen Gallery, Level 2a, Main entrance: Swanston Street.
Admission Free. www.slv.vic.gov.au/event/fine-impressions

The Artist’s Imprint
David Austen - Julia Farrer - Graham Bignell Terry Smith - Jane Bustin - Trevor Sutton Peter Downsbrough - Carolyn Thompson
Emma Hill Fine Art | Eagle Gallery, London
Until 17 February 2012
The Artist’s Imprint presents a fascinating selection of
contemporary prints that explore relationships between the
visual image, text, music and architecture. The exhibition
includes a letterpress poem, a digital print folio based on a
Truman Capote short story, monoprinted screenprints that
reference sheet music and unique etchings which relate to
words in the poetry of Paul Celan.
The exhibition launches ‘My Shortcomings’ - a letterpress
text print by installation artist Terry Smith, whose work is
currently on show at the John Hansard Gallery and a new
series of etchings by Julia Farrer: Double Ring, which have
evolved from watching the progress of the Olympic stadium
from her studio in Stratford.

The Artist’s Imprint includes distinguished contemporary
artists David Austen, Peter Downsbrough and Trevor Sutton
with younger artists including Jane Bustin and Carolyn
Thompson, whose work was included in the Lawrence
Sterne Trust’s recent exhibition: The Emblem of my Work.

RGAP is pleased to announce a book event to celebrate
‘FLUVIATILE’ by Lindsey Adams and Michelene Wandor
Saturday 4th February - 3pm at Arnolfini, Bristol, UK

159 Farringdon Road. London EC1R 3AL, UK
Tel: + 44 (0) 207 833 2674
www.emmahilleagle.com
emmahilleagle@aol.com

Décollages
Florence Loewy – Books By Artists, Paris
From 14th February
A series of exhibitions on the theme of collage, without
collages. The intention of the project being not the
technique itself but rather the manner in which artists today
assimilate miscellaneous references and borrow pre-existing
forms to create their assemblages as a singular surface.
The next two exhibitions in the series include:
Volet 2
John Cornu, Christophe Lemaitre, Julien Pastor et Benjamin
Swaim. 14th February – 8th March 2012
Opening night Saturday 11th February
Volet 3
Sylvie Auvray, Fayçal Baghriche, Matthieu Clainchard et
Julien Pastor. 13th March – 5th April 2012
Opening night Saturday 10th March

For this event at Arnolfini, a presentation of large-scale
projected images and readings explore the divisions and
intersections between the verbal and the visual, providing
a backdrop for multi-layered performances and live
music; these images and poems from the book will be
reinterpreted by viola da gamba virtuoso Ibi Aziz, with
simultaneous improvisations by stunning jazz musicians
David Wickins and Liam Noble, and readings by
Michelene Wandor. Underwater sound recordings create
additional layers.

Florence Loewy – Books By Artists
9 Rue De Thorigny Fr-75003 Paris, France.
www.florenceloewy.com info@florenceloewy.com
Tuesday -Saturday 2pm – 7pm

Rare Beauty: Contemporary Visions in Book Arts
Joseloff Gallery, Hartford Art School, Hartford, CT, USA
Until 19th February 2012
The annual Koopman exhibitions feature the work of the
current recipients of the Georgette and Richard Koopman
Chair in the Visual Arts at the Hartford Art School.
This year’s exhibition includes the work of the three
2011/2012 chairs in the printmaking department: Steven
Daiber, Pati Scobey, and Barbara Tetenbaum. Each of the
three Koopman artists have invited fellow book artists to
join the exhibition, which will include Julie Chen, Katherine
Keuhn, and Chip Schilling.
In addition to the exhibition, there will be a panel discussion
held on Thursday, February 9, 2012 from 3.30 - 5pm in the
Wilde Auditorium, directly followed by a public reception in
the Joseloff gallery from 5-7pm. The panel will include all
six artists in the exhibition and will be moderated by Ruth
Rogers, curator of special collections at Wellesley College.
A full-colour exhibition catalogue is available for purchase.
Joseloff Gallery, Hartford Art School
University of Hartford, 200 Bloomfield Avenue
West Hartford, CT 06117, USA
http://www.joseloffgallery.org/exhibitions/
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Lindsey Adams’ visual images are photographic, but are
made with a painter’s eye; they have been taken looking
through the water surface of a small Derbyshire brook and
are concerned with notions of an underworld.
These visuals have provided poet and writer Michelene
Wandor with the inspiration for ‘Ophelia: the poem’,
which responds to carefully pre-selected sequences of
images.
£3.50 / £2.50 concs.
Arnolfini 16 Narrow Quay Bristol BS1 4QA
Tel: 0117 9172300. boxoffice@arnolfini.org.uk
www.arnolfini.org.uk
‘Fluviatile’ is published by RGAP www.rgap.co.uk
and is distributed by Cornerhouse
www.cornerhouse.org/books

Correspondence
The 9th International Book Art Festival, Poland
A touring exhibition until December 2014
Organised by Alicja Slowikowska, founder of the Polish
Book Art Project, The theme for the 9th Book Art Project
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is Correspondence, a creative and wide umbrella title for
this Festival, to encourage the inclusion of unconventional
books: from book-objects, book-installations, unique
books, altered books and experimental works, to traditional
limited editions, fine press books, illustrated stories and
so on. The exhibition will be shown in art galleries and
libraries throughout Poland, between 2012 and 2014, and
venues abroad later in the programme.

The multi-venue tour launched with a Première Exhibition
in January at Plocka Art Gallery in Plock (above). From
March 2012 until December 2014, the Festival will continue
to visit art galleries, libraries and museums in 25 towns and
cities over Poland, with each venue having a local curator
who will contribute works to be displayed alongside the
larger travelling show.

Phoebe Cummings, Glithero (Tim Simpson & Sarah van
Gameren) and Tracey Rowledge to explore the active
dialogue that materials provoke in the conception of new
work and in its physical formation.
171 Union Street, Bankside, London, SE1 0LN
http://www.jerwoodvisualarts.org/
http://www.jerwoodvisualarts.org/page/3096/Jerwood+Enc
ounters:+Formed+thoughts/218

Katie Herzog - Object Oriented Programming
PARC, a Xerox company, Palo Alto, California, USA
Until March 30, 2012
“Object Oriented Programming,” an exhibition of over
fifty works by Katie Herzog, will be on view from January
13 through March 30 at PARC, a Xerox company, as part
of its local rotating artist series. The show title refers to the
computer language, advanced and popularized at PARC
as an alternative to procedural programming, in which
messages are relayed through relationships between data
structures defined as “objects.” The works on display are
a result of the artist’s ongoing phenomenological and
vocational exploration of information culture, ranging
from personal narrative to the civic imaginary.

All timetable information on the travelling Correspondence
exhibition will be posted online, with a catalogue
accompanying the exhibition tour: http://bookart.pl

Hand, Voice & Vision: Artists’ Books from
Women’s Studio Workshop
WSW Exhibition at Vassar College, Poughkeepsie, NY
Until May 2012
This travelling exhibition features artists’ books by thirtysix artists published over thirty years by Women’s Studio
Workshop. Curated by Kathleen Walkup, the exhibition is
a comprehensive retrospective featuring some of the most
influential contemporary book artists in America.
The fully illustrated catalogue for this exhibition is available
for sale online. The catalogue features essays by the
exhibition curator, librarians, teachers, curators, and artists
on the topic of artists’ books and WSW’s role in the field, as
well as interviews with the four founders.
www.handvoicevision.com

Jerwood Encounters: Formed Thoughts
Jerwood Space, London
Until 26 February 2012
Jerwood Visual Arts (JVA) presents the forthcoming
exhibition in the Jerwood Encounters series. Formed
thoughts explores the fundamental collaboration between
maker and material in the forming of concepts and works.
Curator Clare Twomey brings together work by artists
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Katie Herzog, C is for Cookie (PARC), 54” x 68”, acrylic on wool
blanket, 2011

Herzog references historical anecdotes in which
technological meaning and message converge, in “C is for
Cookie (PARC)” (2011), “What You See Is What You Get”
(2011), and “Mr. Watson Come Here I Need You” (2011).
Expressionist paintings of figures experiencing information
and its discontents include “Information Overload
Syndrome” (2005), “Information Entropy” (2009), and
“A Disturbance of Memory on the Acropolis (Sigmund,

Me, and Alexander)” (2007). “Psychedelic Illuminated
Manuscript” (2009), a fifteen foot long mixed media work
on burlap, represents the intersection between information
technology and the counter-cultural social landscape from
which Silicon Valley emerged. “Phone Books” (2008), a
six foot long weaving on metal lath, depicts the phone
book section at the Whittier Public Library, where Herzog
has worked as Assistant Reference Librarian and Artist in
Residence since 2007.
Katie Herzog was born at the Stanford Hospital in 1979 and
grew up one mile north of PARC. She received a Bachelor
of Fine Arts at the Rhode Island School of Design, a Master
of Fine Arts at UC San Diego, and studied Library and
Information Science at San Jose State University. Solo
exhibitions in 2011 include “Literaturwurst” at Autonomie,
“Gravity is Always Attractive” at PØST, and “Abstractivism”
at the Whittier Public Library. She has participated in
multiple artist residencies including Skowhegan, OxBow, the Banff Centre, Program Initiative for Art and
Architecture Collaboration, and a recent experimental
lexicography residency at Bblackboxx in Basel, Switzerland.
She currently serves as Director of the Molesworth
Institute, which has been dedicated to the proliferation and
preservation of library humour and absurdist information
science since 1956.
PARC, a Xerox company
3333 Coyote Hill Road, Palo Alto, California, USA
Open Mon - Fri 8am - 5pm (closed Saturdays and Sundays)

Left to Chance: The Accidental Book Art
Curated by Hanna Regev
The San Francisco Center for the Book, USA
13th February - 12th May 2012
Artists’ reception Friday, February 17, 6-8 pm
How has chance affected the book arts today?
What are the ways in which luck, chaos, randomness, or
other manifestations of chance are employed in the creation
of book art?
2012 marks the 100th centenary of John Cage - inventor,
composer, printmaker, and mycologist - who spent every
January of his last decade in the Bay Area (his favourite time
for both printmaking and mushroom hunting), so what
better time than this winter to launch an exhibition that
takes its inspiration from Cage’s chance operations and his
use of the I Ching in music composition and printmaking,
along with his mentor Marcel Duchamp’s use of chance in
the seminal work Three Standard Stoppages?
This invitational exhibition showcases new and old work by
book artists who use technology (e.g., laser cutting, digital
printing, video works) as well as hybrids that combine old
and new technologies in innovative and creative ways. It is
curated by Hanna Regev and Justin Hoover, and builds on
Regev’s recent exhibitions Seduction of Duchamp: Bay Area
Artists’ Response and SFCB’s Banned and Recovered: Artists
Respond to Censorship.
300 De Haro Street San Francisco CA 94103, USA.
http://sfcb.org
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Multiple, Limited, Unique: Selections from the Permanent
Collection of the Center for Book Arts
Minnesota Center for Book Arts , USA
3rd February - 29th April 2012
MCBA is proud to present Multiple, Limited, Unique, a
touring exhibition of work from the permanent collection
of the Center for Book Arts (CBA) in New York City.
Since 2008, the Center for Book Arts has been involved
in a Collections Initiative, which includes the in-depth
cataloguing and preservation of the center’s extensive
collection of artist books, prints, catalogues, and ephemera.
Multiple, Limited, Unique represents the culmination of the
center’s three-year Collections Initiative.
“It is a great honour to partner once again with CBA,
our oldest colleague and fellow leader in the field, to host
Multiple, Limited, Unique,” says MCBA Executive Director
Jeff Rathermel. “Our two centers share a passion for the
artist’s book and its power to inform and inspire audiences,
past, present and future. This exhibition provides an
insightful historical overview of modern and contemporary
book arts, as well as a tantalising look into CBA’s worldclass collection of artists’ books. Serving as host for this
exhibition helps us fulfil that most critical aspect of our
mission: to engage and inspire a diverse public, and to
broaden the appreciation of, and love for, the book arts.”
MCBA and CBA share a long history. In the early 1980s, a
young CBA inspired and encouraged the establishment of
a fledgling book arts centre in Minneapolis. Today, over 25
years later, both centers - now fully mature organisations
with distinguished pasts and bright futures - serve as
models for similar endeavours all around the world. The
two organisations’ missions are driven by shared goals: to
advance the book as a vital contemporary art form, and to
preserve the traditional crafts of bookmaking. MCBA and
CBA are champions of the book arts - stewards of historic
equipment and practices, and evangelists for the use and
evolution of these practices by contemporary artists.
The exhibition is accompanied by an extensive catalogue
with essays by noted curators and collectors, including:
Johanna Drucker, author, book artist, visual theorist, and
cultural critic; Erin Riley-Lopez, Independent Curator and
former Associate Curator at the Bronx Museum of the
Arts; Nina M. Schneider, William Andrews Clark Memorial
Library, UCLA; Amanda Stevenson, Curator, Museum
of Printing History; and Tony White, Director, Fine Arts
Library, Indiana University in Bloomington. In addition,
the catalogue includes an essay by Executive Director
Alexander Campos and an introduction by Jen Larson.
Multiple, Limited, Unique was organised by Alexander
Campos, CBA Executive Director, with assistance from Jen
Larson, CBA Collections Specialist.
Minnesota Center for Book Arts is open to the public seven
days a week: Mon, Weds-Sat: 10am-5pm Tues: 10am-9pm
Sun: 12-4pm. Minnesota Center for Book Arts is located in
the Open Book Building in downtown Minneapolis;
1011 Washington Ave S, First Floor, Minneapolis, MN 55415
www.mnbookarts.org/events/currentMCBAexhibits.html
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Palindrome panoramique
David Faithfull
Engramme, Quebec, Canada
Until 12th February
David Faithfull presents his research on the relationship
between man and the environment through panoramic
images. The installation questions the interaction between
the artist’s book, printmaking and the multiple, translating
the theme of the palindrome sequentially.

John Bently

The bombers not only destroyed the lives of those who died
and their families, they also attacked the concept, which
the street represented – of freedom of thought. In response
to this attack Beau Beausoleil, a poet and bookseller in
California, set up a coalition of poets, writers, readers,
artists, booksellers and printers – not just to remember
those who died, but also as a response to the cultural
implications of the attack on ideas. In this case the attack
was in Baghdad but it could have been any street, anywhere.

Austere as well as sublime, these landscapes are mainly
those of Mull, an island in the Hebrides. Exploiting the
form of the double, the artist represents nature as points;
6W artists collective, provide a contrast in addition to
that already suggested by the visual Faithfull, like so many
representations of the topography, geology or meteorology
of Scotland.
510, Côte d’Abraham, Québec G1K 3P9, Canada
Wednesday to Friday: 12 - 5. Saturday and Sunday: 1 - 5.
http://www.engramme.ca

An Inventory Of Al-Mutanabbi Street
An artists’ books preview exhibition at Westminster
Reference Library, London, UK
27th February - 17th March 2012
Organised by Salli Yule-Tsingas
Al-Mutanabbi Street, named after the 10th century Arab
poet Abu’ Tayib al-Mutanabbi, has been known for centuries
as the heart and soul of the Baghdad literary and intellectual
community. A winding street lined with booksellers and
bookshops, it was an important meeting place for people
to hunt for books, debate and share ideas. Scholars, poets,
readers, writers and artists often spent their days in the
Shabandar Café, which opened in 1917. On March 5, 2007,
a car bomb was used to destroy this crowded book market
as well as the Shabandar Café. More than thirty people
were killed and over a hundred were injured.
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Lizanne van Essen

This exhibition will showcase some of the artists’ books
already received for An Inventory of Al-Mutanabbi Street
in a preview show. At the end of the coalition’s call to
book artists for An Inventory Of Al-Mutanabbi Street, 261
artists had joined the project and are making books for the
Autumn 2012 deadline. The many participating book artists
reflect a global understanding of what books mean within
every culture.
The first complete UK show of all the finished artists’ books
from “An Inventory Of Al-Mutanabbi Street” will run from
mid January 2013, to mid May 2013, at the John Rylands
Library, Manchester, UK.
Westminster Reference Library
35 St Martins Street, London WC2H 7HP.
http://www.westminster.gov.uk/services/libraries/news/
wrfexhibitions/
See also 5th March Anniversary events on page 10.

Sucking on Words
An evening of primordial sonatas, to celebrate 10 years
of the writers’ collective information as material
Whitechapel Gallery, London, E1 7QX
Saturday 18 February 2012, 19.30-22.30
A feast of sonic poetry with performances by Rob Lavers
(http://www.roblavers.co.uk) and Simon Morris, Nick
Thurston, and a headline set by Dutch avant-garde
composer Jaap Blonk (http://www.jaapblonk.com).
A VJ playlist, put together especially for the night by
Canadian poet Christian Bök (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Christian_Bök), will provide sights and sounds between
performances and alongside the drinks.

COVER ARTIST FOR THIS ISSUE OF THE BAN:
Helen Mueller, Bathymetry
I find my inspiration in the waters of the sea. I watch
their rising and their fall, their rippling and their rolling.
Propelled by wind and current, a calligraphy writes itself
across the surface, over and over. It is crisp and clear and can
be read like an ongoing story. What lies beneath, however, is
murky and dark and difficult to discern.
In trying to fathom what could lie below, I have imagined
this calligraphy extending downwards, a kind of
accumulation of surface observations silently building an
understanding. My personal bathymetry.

The audience are politely reminded that the ears have no lids.
The rhythm of my muse has insinuated itself into the
making process of this piece: inking, laying down paper on
the block, rolling it through the press, over and over, like
waves arriving on the shore. The end result is an unbound
book. One that tells a story of the deep.
Bathymetry (2010, linocut prints, 14 x 14 cm, 26 cm high)
is included in “Personal Space: Contemporary Chinese
and Australian Prints” organised by Michael Kempson,
Head of Printmaking and Director of Cicada Press at the
College of Fine Arts, UNSW, Sydney. The show’s current
touring schedule is, in Australia: Tweed River Art Gallery,
Murwillumbah (February-May 2012); and then China
through 2012: Central Academy of Fine Arts Gallery,
Beijing, Lu Xun Academy of Fine Arts Gallery, Shenyang,
Xi’An Academy of Fine Arts Gallery, Xi An, Guanlan
Original Printmaking Base, Shenzhen.
As Jaap Blonk recalls: “The reception of these first public
performances [of Kurt Schwitters’ Ursonate] was varying
widely. On many occasions I was performing at rock or
punk clubs as an opening act for a band, and lots of people
were not at all into it. Their preference was either to just
talk with their friends or hear their habitual kind of music.
So they started to scream and protest, and often throwing
things at me, especially beer, which fortunately was mostly
given out in plastic, not glass containers. The culminating
point of this kind of experience was a performance of
the Ursonate, opening for a concert of The Stranglers
at Vredenburg Music Center in Utrecht in 1986, for an
audience of about 2000 fans. When I was announced, even
before I had opened my mouth, people started calling out:
“Rot op!” (“Fuck off!”), and when I started, the atmosphere
became very much that of a football match, but clearly
an away game for me. With massive roaring they tried to
drown out my voice, but of course the P.A. made me louder.
Six stage guards were working hard to keep people from
climbing the stage and hitting me, and hundreds of half-full
plastic beer glasses flew about me. But in the course of the
performance I managed to win over at least a few hundred
people, who were roaring in my favour. The next morning
one newspaper had the headline “Jaap Blonk Shocks Punk
Audience With Dada Poetry”, which for me was a nice
testimony to the fact that Schwitters’ piece was still very
much alive, in spite of its age.”
http://informationasmaterial.com

Helen Mueller was born in Switzerland and has lived in
Australia since the early 1970s. She has recently completed
a Master of Fine Art at the College of Fine Arts, New
South Wales University, Sydney. She holds a Bachelor
of Visual Arts (Hons) from Sydney College of the Arts,
Sydney University, a Certificate in Design and Colour
from Meadowbank TAFE, Sydney, and a Bachelor of Arts
(majoring in Sociology) from the University of New South
Wales.
Mueller is about to hold her sixth solo exhibition since 1999.
Her work is shown at Brenda May Gallery, Sydney. She has
participated in many group shows across Australia, Europe,
Canada and Asia. Her work is held in the collections of the
Australian National Gallery, Canberra; the Research Library
of the Art Gallery of New South Wales, Sydney; Artspace,
Mackay, Queensland; the Federal Court of Australia in
Melbourne; the City Gallery of Bietigheim-Bissingen,
Germany; as well as private and corporate collections in
Australia. She is currently a Lecturer and Co Acting Subject
Leader in Printmaking at the National Art School in Sydney.
Email: hmmueller@bigpond.com

Tickets: online at: http://bit.ly/y4sVdJ
or Tel: +44 (0)20 7522 7888
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TU ESD A Y 21.02.2012
From 7 - midnight, to celebrate

T H E T E N T H A N N I V E R SA RY
of

bookartbookshop
20.02.2002 — 21.02.2012

EXHIBITION
LAUNCH
FIESTA
Join us for the exhibition and award ceremony

x

= or WHAT IS TO BE DONE?

7-9 pm. Results of the book art competition, presented by Clive Phillpot
9.30-10 pm. BONESAND THE AFT John Bently and co play live
And other stuff by:
JOHN BENTLY, SARAH BODMAN, ADAM DANT, MALCOLM GREEN,
MAGNUS IRVIN & TANYA PEIXOTO
at the RED Gallery, 1-3 Rivington Street, London EC2A 3DT
Exhibition continues Wed 22 and Thurs 23 (times to be confirmed), for more info see our website
www.bookartbookshop.com, or contact Tanya Peixoto at t.pei@btinternet.com
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

a ready-made construction set including the exhibition
architecture, the 50 objects and the required technical
equipment. Any interested parties can contact the organisers
at: Artists’ Books on Tour, MAK - Austrian Museum of
Applied Arts / Contemporary Art, Library and Works on
Paper Collection, Stubenring 5, 1010 Vienna, Austria
e-mail: katharina.diewald@mak.at
abot@mak.at www.mak.at www.abot.mak.at

ARTISTS’ BOOKS ON TOUR (ABoT) Exhibition
This travelling show will be available for hire after May
2012
Al-Mutanabbi Street Events on 5th March 2012
In the interest of familiarising a broader public with the
multifaceted genre of the artist’s book, the MAK in Vienna
joined forces with the International Centre of Graphic Arts
in Ljubljana and the Museum of Decorative Arts in Prague
to launch the project ARTISTS’ BOOKS ON TOUR.
A competition gave European artists the opportunity to deal
with the theme of the artist’s book and its diverse aesthetic
forms of expression. The 50 winning works are currently
shown at the MAK. Afterwards, the touring exhibition will
move on to our partners in Ljubljana and Prague.

The MAK would now like to offer other institutions to take
over the ABoT exhibition to be shown in their venues after
its last stop in Prague (closing in May 2012). A detailed
sheet with the information needed (on architecture,
technical details, costs, etc.) can be obtained from the
organisers: abot@mak.at
As ABoT has been planned and constructed as a mobile
exhibition from the very beginning, the main focus
regarding the exhibition architecture was to make it rather
easy to handle and to be set up. So what we can offer is
Page 10		

Artists, poets, printmakers have organised events to mark
the day in these cities: London (Clare Skelton), Dublin
(Christodoulos Markis) New York City (Meena Alexander
& Ammiel Alcalay), Los Angeles (Susan Slyomovics & Jim
Natal), Omaha (Denise Brady), Lincoln-Nebraska (Karen
Kunc), Waltham-Mass. (Alex Green) Detroit (Alise Alousi),
and San Francisco (Beau Beausoleil). To receive details,
please email Beau Beausoleil: overlandbooks@earthlink.net

reassemble, Jon Say and Sheena Vallely

Double Elephant Print Workshop, Exeter, UK
Monday 5 March 2012 / 8pm / £5
Poets, writers, artists and printmakers have responded to
the 2007 bombing of Al Mutanabbi Street, the bookseller’s
quarter and cultural heart of Baghdad. Double Elephant
printmakers Catherine Cartwright and Simon Ripley are
two artists involved in this international project.
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On the fifth anniversary of the bombing, join us for a special
evening of poetry and prose selected from the anthology
published this year for al-Mutanabbi Street.
View broadsheets created by international letterpress artists
for the project. This special event is our first foray into live
performance at Double Elephant Print Workshop.
The event will be recorded for broadcast on PHONIC FM.
Space is limited so please reserve through:
catherine@doubleelephant.org.uk
Double Elephant Print Workshop
Lower Ground Floor, Exeter Phoenix, Bradninch Place
Gandy Street Exeter EX4 3LS, UK. T: 07855 206 659
info@doubleelephant.org.uk
www.doubleelephant.org.uk

A reading and viewing event to mark the 5th Anniversary
of al-Mutanabbi Street, UWE Bristol, UK
Monday 5 March 2012
5pm - 7pm (end)
A drop in event with readings from some of the artists’
books created for An Inventory of al-Mutanabbi Street.
Broadsides will also be avaliable for viewing. Free, although
donations to MSF would be much appreciated.
Room OC4, Bower Ashton Campus, Kennel Lodge Road
Bristol BS3 2JT, UK. Please email Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk
for a map if needed. Tel 0117 328 4915

The al-Mutanabbi street book artist Denise Brady has
created a wordpress page to sell copies of her project book
with all money going to Doctors Without Borders (MSF).
http://bradypress.wordpress.com/tangent/

MCBA and The Friends of the Saint Paul Public Library
are pleased to announce Cave Paper and its founders
Bridget O’Malley and Amanda Degener as the winners of
the 2012 Minnesota Book Artist Award
This annual award - presented by MCBA and the
Minnesota Book Awards, and sponsored by the Lerner
Publishing Group - recognises excellence throughout a body
of work, as well as significant contributions to Minnesota’s
book arts community.
Working together at Cave Paper, O’Malley and Degener have
been book artists for over 17 years. There are only a few
contemporary artists in the world who have been making
creative papers for as long and as consistently as Cave Paper.
The two artists work in partnership daily, collaborating
with many talented and famous book artists from coast
to coast. Cave Paper is known for teaming with private
presses worldwide, often providing and designing custom
papers for deluxe limited editions. O’Malley and Degener’s
attention to detail and high quality of the finished papers
are central to Cave Paper’s mission and reputation.
“Our work blends the contemporary and traditional and
reflects an understanding of a centuries-old craft within the
context of an artist’s book,” says O’Malley. “We continue
to invent variations in the steps of fibre preparation, sheet
forming, pressing, drying, and hand dyeing.”
Cave Paper’s groundbreaking work in the hand
papermaking field has led to invitations to teach and lecture
in Japan, Sweden, Australia, Korea, Italy, Canada and China.
The artists’ work can be found in many public collections
including the Walker Art Center, Library of Congress, and
St. John’s University. O’Malley has taught papermaking
at the Minneapolis College of Art and Design since 2005,
was an artist-in-residence at MCBA from 1994 to 1996,
and lectures and teaches workshops in papermaking,
bookbinding and printing at MCBA and many other
schools. Degener was active at MCBA during its founding
years, was the organization’s first artist-in-residence
and, later, Artistic Director. O’Malley and Degener are
committed to teaching and mentoring, and Cave Paper has
hosted over 80 interns.
An exhibition celebrating O’Malley’s and Degener’s work
is now on show until March 25, 2012 in Open Book’s
Cowles Literary Commons (2nd floor).
O’Malley and Degener will be honoured at the 24th annual
Minnesota Book Awards gala on Saturday, April 14, 2012 at
the Crowne Plaza Hotel, Saint Paul. For more information
on the festivities, or to learn more about the winners’
work, visit: http://www.mnbookarts.org/artistsprograms/
bookartistaward.html

Al-Mutanabbi Street Starts Here: Poets and Writers
Respond to the March 5th, 2007, Bombing of Baghdad’s
“Street of the Booksellers” will be published by PM Press
in June 2012 (http://www.pmpress.org). You can pre-order
copies for $20 each here: http://bit.ly/xmiVse
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The Society for the Contemporary Book, Northeast USA
Dear Book Arts Colleagues
We held a meeting last summer, with 45 people in
attendance (and another 45 writing in wishing they could
have come). Those present were primarily artists, printers,
papermakers, book binders, conservators, librarians, book
dealers, or somewhere in between. It was an excellent

meeting generating a diverse array of ideas. There is much
enthusiasm for the overall project to form an organisation
and we thank you all for participating, and especially to
those who have volunteered to help.
At the meeting it was rightly suggested that we need to
conduct a survey to determine who we are, how our work
and/or institutions are involved in the book arts, where
we are geographically, and how we can help one another
succeed in our individual and collective goals centered
around the book arts.
We have established a Statement of Purpose based on the
general views expressed at the meeting. We aim to create
as broad a network as possible in the Northeast region for
all book arts related entities. We will call our group The
Society for the Contemporary Book, Northeast, in hopes
that the network will continue to grow around the world.
For now, let’s get started in the Northeast region!
To aid in further communication, a Wiki, discussion list and
Facebook page are being set up. Thank you to Dee Magnoni,
Ashley Peterson, Brianne Dupuis, and Hee Jung Lee for their
additional volunteer help.
Looking forward to our work together,
Peter Madden, Deborah Davidson, Jesseca Ferguson, and
Darin Murphy
Statement of Purpose: We imagine this organisation to
be an umbrella for book and book arts topics including
scholarship, teaching, workshops, exhibitions, publications,
conferences and residencies. It will be a gathering for artists,
collectors, dealers, academics, historians, scholars, and all
other book lovers.
An online survey is available, to cast a wide net throughout
the Northeast region of the United States with the express
purpose of identifying all key participants in the book
arts. We will create an online directory for use by said
participants, and others, to promote greater communication
about any and all activities related to the contemporary
book. You are welcome to participate in the survey at:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/ContemporaryBook

The workshop is designed for participants either with
or without previous experience of bookbinding and all
materials will be provided.
Caloundra Regional Gallery, Library and Gallery Services,
22 Omrah Avenue, Caloundra QLD 4551, Australia
artgallery@sunshinecoast.qld.gov.au
www.caloundraregionalgallery.org.au

Book as Architecture: Pop-Up Paper Structures
With Paul Johnson
Oregon College of Art and Craft, Portland, USA
Saturday/Sunday, March 24-25, 2012
Paul Johnson specialises in making three-dimensional
books inspired by architecture in which there are no folds
and therefore no paper ‘fatigue’. All sections are fastened
together using a range of paper hinges, locks, and dovetail
joints. One advantage of this method is that sections can
be modified and redesigned as the model develops - simply
take out one section and replace it with another. Learn the
basics of these paper connection techniques on the first day
by building a paper gazebo. The next day, make a delightful
pop-up house and its twelve walled gardens each with
interconnecting doors and labyrinthine pathways. Just one
quick flick of the wrist and a flat pile of paper becomes a
complex pop-up construction. Hours: 9am - 4pm.
Total Price: $320 ($305 tuition + $15 studio fee).
Book online at: https://cms.ocac.edu/taxonomy/term/2
Oregon College of Art and Craft, 8245 SW Barnes Rd
Portland, OR 97225, USA. Tel: 503 297 5544

Making Books: Binding, Pages, Covers and Cuts
Tuesday evenings from 1st May 2012 – 29th May 2012
UWE Bristol, UK. Led by Angie Butler
This evening course offers an introduction to bookmaking:
by looking at hard copy examples and following step by
step demonstrations covering different techniques - such
as simple pamphlet stitch and Japanese stab bound books,
a cut-page book, making a sculpted case bound cover, to a
French sewn flatback binding. Perfect for those who have
little or no experience in bookbinding and artists’ books,
or just need a refresher.

COURSES, LECTURES, CONFERENCES & WORKSHOPS

Creative Artists Books
Caloundra Regional Gallery, QLD 4551, Australia
Sunday 29 and Monday 30 January 2012
11.00am – 3.30pm
Workshops with Sandra Pearce. $55 per person per
workshop, bookings essential. This is an opportunity to
make and take away two bespoke hand made books. Using
Japanese side sewing techniques you will be taught how
to produce soft and hardback cover books in a landscape
format using paper based materials and book cloth.
This bookbinding method can be used to bind sets of single
pages together using traditional Japanese sewing patterns.
Page 12		

Angie is a multi-disciplinary artist, and current letterpress
and artists’ books intern working with Sarah Bodman and
Tom Sowden in Book Arts Research at The Centre For Fine
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Print Research, UWE. She holds Masters Degrees in both
Multi-disciplinary Printmaking (specialising in artists’
books) and Visual Culture: Fine Art. She has been awarded
two prizes for her recent artists’ books: the Sheffield Book
Arts Prize (Student Prize) 2009, and the Agassi Book Arts
Prize, UWE, 2011; Angie’s work is now held in both UK,
and international private and public collections.
Limited to 8 participants
Tuesday evenings from 1st May – 29th May 2012
Each sessions runs from 17.30 - 20.00
£190 full-price (£176 concessions) includes basic materials,
teas and coffees. Bookbinding tools will be provided for use
and are also available to buy for future work.
Print Centre, UWE Bristol, Kennel Lodge Road, Bristol BS3
2JT, UK. Any questions on the course content email:
angie.butler@uwe.ac.uk
Book via the online store link at:
http://www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/cpd.htm

The San Francisco Center for the Book has many
upcoming classes, including:
Handmade Letterpress Notebooks
With Lara Durback
6th March and 13th March 2012 6.30 - 9.30pm
There is nothing better than a good notebook!
We will print a few sturdy covers with patterns and images
on the Vandercook using wood and metal type, as well as
collographs made from scraps of fabric or paper. Learn what
type of found materials work well when printing on the
Vandercook or assembling a notebook at home.

You’ll discover how to create a quick assembly line with
friends to bind a few notebooks fast. Expect to bring home
1-3 completed notebooks, as well as a few extra letterpress
covers to use later when you make more at home.
$ 75. Materials Fee: $10. Register online at:
http://sfcb.org/civicrm/event/info?reset=1&id=573
Browse all the classes at: http://sfcb.org/workshops

Creative book structures by Hedi Kyle
A workshop with Suzanne Schmollgruber from Ascona
Hedi Kyle’s extraordinary book constructions, found
between historical and modern designs, will be reconsidered
and further interpreted in this workshop. Artful folding,
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cutting and sewing techniques will present numerous
variations of concertina to codex bindings. The aim
of the workshop is to create a collection of samples
which can be extremely inspiring for our daily creativity.
The teacher is Suzanne Schmollgruber, head of the
Bookbinding and Design Department at Centro del bel
libro, Ascona. Organised in cooperation with Leksands
folkhögskola and Langwe Books.
9 - 12 July 2012, at Leksands folkhögskola
Students: Max 12. Participation fee: 1060 EUR
The fee includes: Course, full board and lodging for 5 nights
and materials. Enrolments to: info@leksand.fhsk.se
Closing date: June 1, 2012. Information about boarding and
lodging: fia.palmgren@leksand.fhsk.se
Information about workshop:
leif.halldorf@leksand.fhsk.se or monica@langwe.se

Loose & Simple Bindings II
Summer workshop in Stockholm 2012
With Cristina Balbiano d’Aramengo from Professione
Libro, Milan, Italy, July 28 - August 3, 2012 at Jouper
Design, Stockholm, Sweden
The aim of this seven-day workshop is to learn different
types of non adhesive constructions very useful in all kinds
of communication, in book arts as well as in conservation
bindings. New ways of thinking, tricks and techniques will
inspire you to continue develop your own personal style.
We welcome participants from all related professional fields,
such as graphic designers, artists, bookbinders, calligraphers,
architects and more. All levels.

Registration and more info through the BK network,
www.bokbindarkompetens.se at Jouper Design:
BK@jouper.com or helene@jouper.com, +46 73 73 555 44

Wire Edge Bindings
A week-long workshop in Stockholm 2012
With Daniel E Kelm from the Garage Annex School
in Easthampton, Massachussetts, USA. October 29 November 2, 2012 at Jouper Design, Stockholm, Sweden
Whether you wish to produce an elegant codex of sewn
signatures - even one comprised of problematic paper
(pulpy and soft or thick and stiff) - or are interested in
creating a non-traditional book that is sculptural, wire edge
binding can help you achieve your goals.

Wire edge styles use metal wire along the binding edge.
The result in all cases is a binding that opens exceptionally
smoothly and flexibly. All levels of experience are welcome.

This workshop aims to introduce participants to simple
textural prints using relief printing techniques and
found materials. The session gives you the opportunity
to transform your prints into unique books using paper
sculpture, folding and traditional stitching techniques.
Cost per person: £55
To book: Payment must be made in advance.
Telephone: Theresa Easton 07981381830
Email: theresa_easton@yahoo.co.uk for further
information about a course, booking and local transport &
accommodation details. Group bookings can be catered for.
36 Lime Street, Ouseburn Valley, Newcastle-upon-Tyne NE1
2PQ. www.36limestreet.co.uk

Registration and more info through the BK network,
www.bokbindarkompetens.se at Jouper Design:
BK@jouper.com or helene@jouper.com
Tel: +46 73 73 555 44

Art Book Binding Workshop In Oaxaca, Mexico:
Capture Your Travel Adventures
Make a Handmade Box within a Book: August 1-7, 2012
Using handmade local papers, and found objects and
materials, you will learn to make a travel book with a selfcontained box to hold your collected artefacts.
Each participant will design a book, prepare the papers and
artefacts, stitch the binding, and make the box enclosure.
The enclosed box can hold art supplies, treasures, or
spiritual talismans. This is a unique art book design created
by our instructor Lisa Gilbert.
Cost: The basic cost for the trip is $1,295. USD.
This includes six nights lodging, double occupancy with
shared bath, six breakfasts, three lunches, four dinners,
transportation to the villages, all instruction and most
materials. Travel workshops of this type and length cost
more than twice as much! The programme costs do NOT
include airfare, taxes, gratuities, travel insurance, liquor/
alcoholic beverages, some meals as specified in the itinerary,
entry fees, and some transportation.		
To see photos of amazing Oaxaca, the project, your dayby-day itinerary, additional travel information, or to ask
questions, go to: http://oaxacaculture.com/2011/08/artbook-binding-workshop-capture-travel-journeys/

Spring Printmaking Workshops at 36 Lime St
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, UK
Silk Screen Printing onto Glass
Sat 11th & Sun 12th Feb 2012, 11am-5pm
This two-day workshop offers participants the chance to
create a series of screen printed glass, using simple stencil
making techniques and glass enamels. Theresa Easton
delivers a bespoke workshop to participants, working
with complete beginners to those with some glass and/or
printmaking experience. Cost per person: £140
Hand made printed book 1-day workshop
Sat 18th Feb 2012, 10am-5pm
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BINDING re:DEFINED courses for 2012
The first workshops for 2012 begin in February with:
The Dos Rapporté Binding, 11th - 12th February
A very innovative and minimal structure developed by
Benjamin Elbel. It has a flat opening and separate board and
spine attachment. It’s clean lines and flowing movement
give it a solid place in the contemporary canon of binding
styles. Binders and book artists alike will love it.

The Sewn-Board Binding, 8th - 9th March
A very neat and more sophisticated alternative to a case
binding that is not as complex as a fine binding. It uses
minimal adhesive, opens flat and its structure lends itself to
many interesting design options. It is a good binding to use
for edition binding because of the ease of its assembly.
For venue details see: http://www.bookbindingworkshops.
com/workshops/where.html
American book artist Emily Martin will give two
workshops in Wiltshire, UK in May 2012.
This is her first time to teach in the UK and a not to be
missed opportunity to work with such a respected and
widely known maker of books. To view the details of these
and the entire programme for innovative binding structures
visit: www.bookbindingworkshops.com
Please view www.bookbindingworkshops.com for the rest
of our programme in 2012.

Letterpress Courses At Ink Spot Press, Brighton, UK
With Les Ellis and Jon Packer and James Edgar
www.brightonletterpress.co.uk
New weekend courses available:
Futurist Typography with James Edgar: Until the Italian
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Futurist Manifesto in 1909, published by Marinetti,
typography was a distant relative to the arts. The futurists
broke the rules of traditional typography to convey
the artistic force of words. This weekend will focus on
working with movable wood and metal type to appreciate
the enjoyment of “breaking the rules”. Suitable for all
levels whether a seasoned letterpress practitioner or new
to the process. Students will gain a greater typographic
understanding and leave with a number of printed works.
£180.00. All dates and booking information online at:
http://www.inkspotpress.co.uk/letterpress-courses

Some upcoming workshops and courses organised /
promoted by Professione Libro
THE GRONINGER BINDING
Turin, 3rd-4th March, 2012
With Cristina Balbiano d’Aramengo
Organised by Associazione Prova e riprova.
This binding, devised by Cor Aerssens, is developed from
a need to make a book with a full cardboard binding.
A bare grey book, that doesn’t need a covering, so beautiful
in its simplicity... (and afterwards waxable). The book
must be able to function as a perfect book without any
covering of leather, book cloth, paper and suchlike. One of
the features of the Groninger Binding is part-integration of
the two boards with the book block, eliminating the need
to affix the block with endpapers. The book becomes the
band, the band is the book. This method of construction
allows a wide choice of variations; during the workshop
we will make one of them, but will also have an overview
on the different possibilities. 80 EUR excluding materials.
More info and booking: www.professionelibro.it

INDIVIDUAL PROJECTS
Milan, evenings, throughout 2012
With Cristina Balbiano d’Aramengo
To attend these workshops a basic knowledge in
bookbinding and restoration is requested. Participants
may bring their own work and will receive help in solving
bookbinding and restoration problems. They will also get
individual technical advise for materials, instruments and
techniques.
RESTORATION:
Special care for books
and non-intrusive
technical solutions
constitute the
philosophy of these
courses.
BOOKBINDING:
The teacher will help
each participant in the
choice of traditional or
innovative solutions for
every binding.
When facing very complex and difficult individual problems
it will be possible to ask for extra tuition to be arranged
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privately or for small groups. 45 EUR materials included per
workshop. You can book for one session, or several sessions.
More information and booking: www.professionelibro.it

The State Library of Victoria in partnership with
Bodleian Libraries, University of Oxford presents
Love and Devotion: Persian Cultural Crossroads
A conference at the State Library of Victoria
12th - 14th April 2012, Melbourne, Australia
This cross-disciplinary conference will explore cultural
convergences in literature, art and architecture, history
and philosophy from the time of Firdausi in the early
11th century to the present day, within the various Persian
empires, Ottoman Turkey, Mughal India and Europe.
The two-day conference coincides with a major exhibition
at the State Library of Victoria, Love and Devotion: From
Persia and Beyond. The conference is presented by the
State Library of Victoria in partnership with the Australian
National University and with support from The Asian Arts
Society of Australia.
Distinguished international guests and Australian specialists
will explore themes including Persian ideals of love and
devotion as expressed through the arts, intersections with
the west, and the contemporary legacy.
Full conference programme: www.slv.vic.gov.au/node/4217
About the exhibition: Love and Devotion: From Persia and
Beyond. This landmark exhibition at the State Library of
Victoria (9 March - 1 July 2012) will feature more than
60 rare 13th- to 18th-century Persian, Mughal Indian and
Ottoman Turkish illustrated manuscripts from the Bodleian
Libraries of the University of Oxford, as well as editions
of European literature, travel books and maps from the
collections of the State Library of Victoria.
It is co-curated by Susan Scollay, an art historian who
specialises in the art and culture of the Islamic world, and
Clare Williamson, the Library’s Exhibitions Curator and
co-author of The World of the Book.
A lavishly illustrated publication, with contributions
by scholars from around the world, will be available for
purchase, and the exhibition will be complemented by
a diverse programme of events and activities. For more
information, visit http://www.love-and-devotion.com

LONDON - INTRODUCTION TO BASIC BOOKBINDING for Beginners) - ‘MAKE YOUR OWN BOOK’
Dates throughout 2012
1/ 2 / 3 day workshops
10.30am - 4.30pm in Crouch Hill, London N19
All Materials are included.
The three-day workshop period can be split dates to suit
participants. The first workshop will facilitate exploring
and assessing various materials and skills for the making up
of a single-section, blank, paper and cloth case-bound book
for the first day workshop.

The Easter course in Venice for 2012 will take place again at
the Scuola Internazionale di Grafica di Venezia from Friday
6 April to Tuesday 10 April 2012.

The second and third workshop days will concentrate on the
making up of a multi-section cloth, case-bound book which
can be quarter, half or full-bound with various materials.
Although all materials are included in the fee, you are
encouraged, if you so wish, to express your own creativity to
design an individual book by bringing along any decorative
papers, or/and drawings etc. to incorporate. And if time
permits, we will discuss and learn other structures.

The first three days, students will go from a formal and
legible script with the pointed brush to then develop
the writing as art, changing the form and rhythm with
inspirations from nature and from themselves.
The resulting work will be the nucleus of handbound books
which will be shown in the Galleria SG on the last day.
No prior experience is necessary.
Chen Li is of Chinese origin and lives in Torino. After a
formal art study she discovered calligraphy which adapts
itself perfectly to her pictorial style. Letter forms, writing
utensils and process all lead to the deduction of the image.
http://www.chenli.it

In all workshop days the following will be demonstrated:
correct folding, collating and grain direction of papers;
measuring and sewing with tapes; lining up mull; uses of
adhesives for book block; pasting of boards and endpapers;
making up the case and casing in, recessed panels, and
leather inlays on cloth etc.
All participants will, of course, take home their completed
books. Please note these workshops are not for restoring
books. £70 per one day workshop. Minimum age 18.
For further information please contact Debra Thompson
via contact page at: www.tufnellartpress.co.uk
email: tufnellartpress@googlemail.com

Rabley Drawing & Print Courses 2012
Our website is now fully updated with information about
our exciting courses for 2012, including 4 new and courses:
beautiful ‘Japanese Woodblock’ printmaking with Sara
Lee, ‘Drawn to Nature’ with Nik Pollard, ‘Drawing in the
Landscape’ with Emma Stibbon and an inspiring week-long
summer school with Meryl Ainslie.
Rabley Drawing Centre CIC
Rabley Barn, Mildenhall, Marlborough, Wiltshire
SN8 2LW, UK. www.rableydrawingcentre.com

The Center for Book Arts New York
Winter/Spring 2012 courses are online for registration.
To see all course descriptions and to register, visit:
http://www.centerforbookarts.org/classes/

On Monday,
participants will
use the calligraphy
exercises and make
them blossom. Terhi
will show a simple
binding to create
your own flower.
Other variations
and improvisations
will also covered.
Terhi Hursti
is a Finnish
calligrapherbookbinder
with many years
of experience in
calligraphy and bookbinding. She will be in Venice for
a month as a visiting artist.
The course is self sustained by the organisers and the
participants. No receipts will be given. For complete
information, contact Kathy Frate: klsfrate@tin.it
Tel: 0039 338 6857470. The cost of the four day workshop is
250 Euro for first timers, 220 for returning students or those
already enrolled at the school. Lodging is the responsibility
of the student, but the school can send a list of places to
stay. www.scuolagrafica.it
Venice Summer Residencies 2012 at the
Scuola Internazionale di Grafica di Venezia
Artists’ Books, Printmaking, Painting/Drawing, Writing
The Scuola Internazionale di Grafica di Venezia was
founded in 1969. In the large facilities in Cannaregio, one
of the most lively neighbourhoods in Venice, the Scuola
organises programmes for graduate and undergraduate
Italian and international students and offers studio space
for independent artists-in-residence.
To apply please email Deirdre Kelly: kelly@scuolagrafica.it
or download the application form at: www.scuolagrafica.it
Scuola Internazionale di Grafica
Cannaregio 1798, 30121 Venezia, Italy
Tel: 041·721· 950 / 041·524·2374
www.scuolagrafica.it / info@scuolagrafica.it

Dancing with the Brush, Chen Li
A Bound Flower, Terhi Hursti
Scuola Internazionale Di Grafica, Venice
Friday 6 April - Tuesday 10 April 2012
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OPPORTUNITIES
Last Call for the Doverodde Book Arts
Festival IV & Symposium – 2012
Do you like to spend time enjoying beautiful countryside?
Having time to talk and socialise with like-minded book
artists? Show and sell work and take part in a thoughtprovoking symposium? Listen to good live music while
enjoying food and wine? Then here’s an event for you. . .
This will be the fourth time that the restored merchant’s
warehouse by the waters of the Limfjord plays host to a
unique mix of book arts social and creative activity. The
2012 Doverodde Book Arts Festival & Symposium extends
what has been so special about previous events at this scenic
Northern Jutland location.
Events will begin at the waterside Limfjordcentret as before,
on May 17th with a one-day workshop: ‘Nature & Book Art’.
This popular feature of the Festival involves in-house
Nature Guide Søren Kiel leading a guided tour through the
local landscape of woods, hills and along the water’s edge.
This is then followed by a bookmaking/binding workshop
by designer and book artist Mette-Sofie D. Ambeck that
draws material – and inspiration – from the experience.
From May 18th – May 20th the book fair itself will then
take place. A grand opening on the first day will include
music arranged by an old friend of Doverodde, musician
Regine Brunke, playing with her friends from Kassel,
Germany as in previous years.
To view the full programme go to the websites:
www.bookarts-doverodde.dk or
www.nordicbookarts.ning.com

Booking a stand in the book fair (May 18th-May 20th).
Capacity: 24 tables (85 x 120 cm) maximum 300 DKK per
artist (includes some meals and refreshments – again check
out our website for details). Deadline: March 1st 2012.
Exhibitors may also offer ideas for simple and inexpensive
workshop activities (1 hour duration) by liaising with
Festival organisers.
A new initiative is the hosting of the Symposium: Artists’
Books Anonymous: On the Margins, 2012 taking place
Saturday evening, May 19th. Papers are invited on any topic
relating to artists’ books / book art. See our Call For Papers
for details. Deadline: March 1st 2012.
Bookings for lovely accommodation in nearby holiday
cottages – a few minutes walk from the Limfjordscenter and
at 250 DKK per night, per person – is possible before March
1st. Again see info on our site under Practical Information.
Writer in residence
We are also delighted to announce writer and artist Nancy
Campbell (see www.nancycampbell.co.uk) will spend time
with us before the Festival weekend developing new work to
be exhibited during the event.
Join us at the Limfjordscenter and be a part of making
the Festival & Symposium 2012 even more special than
previous years – don’t miss the opportunity to come to the
edge of Denmark to enjoy beautiful book arts and meet
fantastic artists and people in wonderful surroundings.
(If you are interested to see more images from the previous
Festival in 2011 go to
www.flickr.com/photos/doveroddebookarts/)
All information can be found on:
www.bookarts-doverodde.dk or
www.nordicbookarts.ning.com
Any relevant questions please contact the Festival Organiser
2012: Mette-Sofie D. Ambeck – nordicbookarts@gmail.com

CALL FOR BOOK AND PAPER ARTISTS
Shin Jidai: Contemporary Japanese Book and Paper Arts
Minnesota Center for Book Arts, Minneapolis, USA
MCBA seeks art to be included in a juried exhibition of
contemporary Japanese book and paper arts. The exhibition
will be on display in MCBA’s Star Tribune Foundation
Gallery from May 19 through July 15, 2012. Eligible work
may include, but is not limited to: sumi-e, calligraphy,
origami, kirie (paper-cutting) moku hanga (Japanese
watercolor woodcut prints,) handmade paper, hand
bookbinding, or any paper-based work that upholds the
traditions of Japanese book and paper arts.
Submission deadline: March 4, 2012
www.mnbookarts.org/artistsprograms/opportunities.html
International Call for Entries to our themed exhibition:
On the margins (May 17th- August 5th, 2012).
Deadline: April 10th 2012 with entry fee: 300 DKK
(includes a copy of the printed catalogue). Three works
selected from the exhibition will receive Doverodde Book
Arts Center of Denmark Award.
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Artists’ BookMarket
Saturday 14 April, Edinburgh, 11am–6pm
Artists’ BookMarket returns to The Fruitmarket Gallery
this spring, with artists who work in book form from near

and far setting out their stalls. The Fruitmarket Gallery
bookshop is open throughout, specially arranged to
spotlight its own stock of artists’ books. See the Gallery’s
facebook page for updates.

The exhibition of the 2nd European International Book
Art Biennale will take place in August 2012 at
ART MUSEUM SATU-MARE, Romania
2013 New York, USA, 2013 Krakow, Poland

To participate, contact Iain Morrison, Commercial
Opportunities Manager: iain@fruitmarket.co.uk
The Fruitmarket Gallery
45 Market Street, Edinburgh, EH1 1DF
www.fruitmarket.co.uk

Organisers of the festival: D. Fleiss & East West Artists e. V.
Stuttgart, Museum of Art Satu-Mare, D. Fleiss & East West
Artists e. V. Carei, Romania
Author and Curator: Dorothea Fleiss.
Email: eibab@web.de
Any questions please contact:
Kamila Bednarska. Email: jakam@wp.pl
Zsuzsa Szemak. Email: bleco1@yahoo.com
Full entry details are online at: www.eibab-blogspot.com

Call for Papers: Book live!
International symposium and related live events at
London South Bank University, 8th - 9th June 2012
Deadline for abstracts: 5pm, 13th February 2012
Book live! is a collaboration between the Centre for Media
and Cultural Research (CMCR) at LSBU and bookRoom
Research Cluster at UCA Farnham. Co-organised
by Emmanuelle Waeckerlé (Reader in Photography and
Relational Practices at University for the Creative Arts and
BookRoom lead academic) and Professor Richard SawdonSmith (Head of Arts & Media at London South Bank
University)

CALL FOR ENTRIES
6th International Book Festival of Illustrated Books
Como Pedro por mi casa, Barcelona 2012
Deadline 18th February
Contact: Julia Pelletier info@juliapelletier.com
www.festivaldelibrosilustrados.blogspot.com

Call for artists - 2nd EIBAB EUROPEAN
INTERNATIONAL BOOK ART BIENNALE
The EIBAB Biennale subject 2012 - TRANS (FORMS)
“Once upon a time there was a world where writing was
unknown. A world different to ours, but nevertheless still
human. Everything changed once writing was invented.
But, maybe the writing was only revealed to humans
and not invented by them. It is sure that, for thousands
of years, writing was the secret recipe of spiritual texts,
guarded by royalty or the keepers of sacred knowledge.
Beyond its content, writing has an exterior, a visual feature.
Transposing or “packaging” the idea into text implies an
infinite variety of shapes and materials. In this way the
writing and the book become an art object. A book is more
than the content it holds; its physical structure, and visual
impact are also part of it. In some oriental traditions,
calligraphy was considered a spiritual pathway.
But what is happening writing today? With the book?
Is there still any connection with the primary sense? Does
writing have any connection with the human essence
nowadays?”
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The event will bring together theorists, researchers and
practitioners to stimulate a dialogue across disciplines on
the ability of the book to keep up with digital culture and
the emergence of new modes of writing, of photographing,
of reading, or archiving and of disseminating ‘on the page’
work. The purpose of this conference is to examine the
current ‘transforming’ and ‘expanding’ of the page rather
than its virtual disintegration.
In addition to this call for papers and presentations the
conference will include international guest speakers from
the broader world of publishing, photography and
experimental writing as well as short presentations of book
works and a series of live experimental and durational
‘readings’.
This will include keynote speakers Sharon Helgason
Gallagher (founder and director of D.A.P and ARTBOOK
in New York) and Joan Fontcuberta (photographer,
artist and all-round critic of contemporary culture from
Barcelona) as well as a performance of the full twelve hours
of John Cage’s Empty Words (first published in 1979 by
Wesleyan University Press) by Sylvia Alexandra Schimag
(Germany), coinciding with the release of the complete
recording by Editions Wandelweiser.
Since the 1960s the book has been reclaimed by
photographers, writers, musicians and thinkers as a space
for both experimentation and dissemination of their ideas;
a familiar space with its own structure, boundaries, history
and economy which is there to be explored or transgressed.
A world wide interest in artist’s book, as a creative practice
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and field of study, has grown significantly in recent years,
partly reflecting a return to, and recognition of, the aesthetic
of materiality in an increasingly digital culture. With this an
interesting dialogue between electronic and print culture
has started to take place.
Beyond the conference we will be bringing together papers
and other contributions as a publication in its own right;
an interesting survey of current thinking and innovative
practice informed by both the themes and the findings of
the conference. Edited and designed by bookRoom press,
and published by RGAP.
CALL FOR PAPERS AND PRESENTATIONS max 25
minutes Call for papers, presentations, panels and ‘readings’
dealing with (but not limited to) the following themes and
research questions:
- How has digital technology allowed the book to expand its
boundaries, both in space and time?
- Innovative convergence of traditional craft skills and
advanced technologies in the making, reading, archiving or
disseminating of on the page works.
- Interdisciplinary experiments that addresses the cultural
translations between traditional skills and advanced
technologies.
- Explorations that reconsider the contemporary or future
role of the book socially, culturally, politically.
- Innovative or disastrous explorations and transgressions
of ebook readers for image, graphic or text based works.
- What do we gain and lose with on screen ‘reading’?
- How is conventional publishing adapting to fast changing
digital economy?
- What has become of collecting in our digital culture?
- What is knowledge now that computers can provide and
keep everything?
- High culture versus digital culture

address (2 pages maximum). All in pdf format. Website link
or 2 images (jpg max 2MB each) of documentation and
youtube or vimeo link for video documentation.
- Experimental or durational reading or performance; up to
500 word abstract, 200 words resumé, A curriculum vitae
headed with author name(s), organisation affiliation (if
any), contact address, telephone, and email address (2 pages
maximum). All in pdf format. Web link or 2 images (jpg
max 1MB) of documentation. Website link or 2 images (jpg
max 2MB each) of documentation and youtube or
Vimeo link for video documentation.
For more information contact:
Richard Sawdon Smith sawdonsr@lsbu.ac.uk
Emmanuelle Waeckerlé ewaeckerle@ucreative.ac.uk
Registration
Full Conference - Early Bird Rate: £150/£75 concessions
Standard Rate: £200/£100 concessions
Single Day - Early Bird Rate: £80/£35 concessions
Standard Rate: £120/£55 concessions
Performances only - (Saturday 9am to 9pm; ‘Empty words’
and other durational readings) £15/10 pounds concessions
The Early Bird Rate will be available from 1 April 2012,
when registration opens, until 1st May 2012, after which the
standard rates apply.

Stick, Staple & Stitch Artist’s Book Fair is looking for
Artists: Essex Book Festival is proud to welcome the first
Artist’s Book Fair to Essex, hosted by Colchester Arts
Centre. Stick, Staple & Stitch will take place 17th March,
10am-4pm with free entry for visitors.

Deadline for abstracts: 5pm, 13th February 2012
Please send abstracts to Emmanuelle Waeckerle
(ewaeckerle@ucreative.ac.uk)
Submissions from doctoral students and early-career
postdoctoral researchers are welcome, as well as
submissions from non-academic publishers, collectors,
artists, writers and thinkers.
A submission should consist of a zipped folder containing:
- Individual paper: up to 500 word abstract with a 50 words
summary, up to 200 words artist statement, a curriculum
vitae headed with author name(s), organisation
affiliation (if any), contact address, telephone, and email
address (2 pages maximum). All in pdf format
- Panel proposal: up to 500 word abstract with a 50 words
summary, of the panel’s theme, details of the panel’s chair
(up to 200 word artist statement) and contributors,
a curriculum vitae headed with author name(s),
organisation affiliation (if any), contact address, telephone,
and email address (2 pages maximum). All in pdf format

Tables are reasonably priced and publicity for the fair
reaches across the county and beyond the Essex borders.
This is a brilliant opportunity for Artists using paper/books/
narrative (the list goes on) to sell their work directly and
witness the initial joy/intrigue/wonder felt by the reader.
Everything from exquisitely bound works to photocopied
zines welcome.

- Project presentation; up to 500 word abstract with a
50 words summary, up to 200 words artist statement, a
curriculum vitae headed with author name(s), organisation
affiliation (if any), contact address, telephone, and email

If you would like to find out more about booking a table,
please email as soon as possible, expressing interest to:
Nastassia Player, Development Director
Essex Book Festival: nastassiaebf@gmail.com
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The Library of Lost Books - Call for Artists/Printmakers
Deadline for applications - 31st March 2012
The Library of Lost Books is an ongoing project to rescue
old, discarded and damaged books, donated by the Library
of Birmingham (UK), and to re-work them, breathing new
life into them through the interactions and interventions
of contemporary artists and printmakers. As many of the
books date from the mid - late 1800s it is an opportunity
for artists to work with books, manuscripts, papers,
typefaces and bindings that they might not otherwise have
an opportunity so to do. Chosen artists will be sent a book
from the collection to work with and can work into the
book they receive in any way and with any media. However,
the book must be able to be closed so that it can sit on a
bookshelf, and must be robust enough to withstand some
handling. The Library of Lost Books will form part of the
opening festival for the new Library of Birmingham in 2013.
The exhibition will celebrate the history of the book and the
elements of the book-as-object. It will explore the pleasures
of the book form and the intimacy that forms between the
reader and the book object. The finished exhibition will
enchant the audience through the magic, beauty, wonder,
humour and mystery of the works presented. Artists are
encouraged to be as imaginative and playful as they can.
Although the selected artists and printmakers can work
with the book in any way they choose, successful work will
exhibit at least one of the following:
1. The work explores the book as an object of wonder,
beauty and/or magic.
2. The work is driven by a considered engagement with the
book-as-object.
3. The work is technically interesting or innovative.
4. The work engages with the book as an historical object.
Eligibility and Restrictions: The Library of Lost Books is
open to any artist resident in the UK, except students in
full or part-time art education, with the exception of MA
and PhD students. Exhibition and Copyright: All the
books will remain the property of The Library of Lost Books.
Artists retain copyright of their work and will be properly
acknowledged in any advertising or promotion. The books
will initially be exhibited in the new Library of Birmingham
in summer 2013 as part of its opening festival. It is intended
that The Library of Lost Books will then tour other venues
across the UK after Birmingham.
A catalogue for the exhibition will be produced by the
Library of Birmingham. Entry Fees: None. Notification:
The work will be selected from a small panel of book artists
and printmakers and their decision is final. All artists will
be notified if they are successful or not by the 31st April
2012. Selected artists will then be sent a book from the
collection. The books will be sent out with no particular
bias, so that artists will not know what book they are going
to get until they receive it. However, an artist may request
to receive a particular volume from the list posted online,
if they can show a strong reason for the selection. Artists
may request to receive a music manuscript rather than a
book. Submission of work: If successful, you will be sent a
book in April 2012. Acceptance of a book implies agreement
with the terms and conditions of the project. All re-worked
books must be returned to no later than 31st August 2012.
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To be considered for this project, please email your CV, a
link to your website/blog/online gallery or attach 3 jpeg
images (each no more than 600k) to:
thelibraryoflostbooks@gmail.com
Deadline for applications - 31st March 2012

CALL FOR ENTRIES
The Poetic Pen: Celebrating Calligraphy and Poetry
June 22 - July 28, 2012, 23 Sandy Gallery, Portland, Oregon
Entry Deadline: April 20, 2012
23 Sandy Gallery announces
The Poetic Pen, a juried
exhibition of calligraphic
artwork that uses poetry
as it’s main textual focus.
Calligraphers throughout
history have employed
poetry to illustrate the art
and fine craft of lettering,
letterforms and calligraphic
design. Open to pen or brush works in the form of wallhung pieces, broadsides, books, sculptural objects and more.
Complete information for this show can be found at
http://www.23sandy.com/poeticpen/callforentries.html

Seoul International Book Fair 2012
20-24 June 2011 (5 days)
Hall A&B, COEX, 159 Samseong-dong, Seoul, Korea
Originally started in 1954 as Seoul Book Fair, it has played a
key role in the development of a robust Korean publishing
culture. The name was changed to Seoul International Book
Fair in 1995 reflecting the expanding scope of the event,
which will consequently celebrate its 18th anniversary in
2012. The fair aims to raise awareness of the importance
of reading among Koreans, promote competence of
the Korean publishing industry and facilitate active
international book trading.
Book Art Area - We offer a free Stand (3 x 2 m) for overseas
book artists. Your shipping, air charges and other costs
shall be borne by yourself. You should supply an image file
(300dpi JEPG or AI) of your works in order to make “Book
Art Catalogue” (free of charge for overseas exhibitors).
If you are planning to participate in our book fair, please
contact us by e-mail as soon as possible: ysub@kpa21.or.kr
to receive an application form and return it back to us
after completing no later than 31 March 2012.
Best regards, Dongji Cheng
Seoul International Book Fair - Coordinator
Korean Publishers Association
105-2 Sagan-dong, Jongno-gu, Seoul 110-190 Korea
www.sibf.or.kr

Call for artists: International Project FIRST BOOK
Organiser - International Association Artists’ Books
Curators: Mikhail Pogarsky, Vasilij Vlasov, Viktor Lukin
The book as an individual form of art has always attracted
the attention of many artists. The project First Book is an
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opportunity for artists working in different genres, styles
and directions - regardless of whether or not they have
created a book before - to create their First Book in the form
of an artist’s book.
The context of the project First Book is diverse – for
example, it could be the first book for children, the first in
any technical or other subject, the alphabet or signs, or the
first Book of books. Each creator has complete freedom to
choose their format and technique: to create book art or an
art object, a media object, or simply a book or a sculpture,
utilising any techniques and methods, both from modern
and classical art. The exhibition will be held at the State
Museum Tsaritsino, Moscow, Russia.
Participation is free, but if artists need their work to come
back, they will need to pay 30 Euros for its return postage.
It is possible to donate works to Moscow Artist’s Book
Archive (http://www.pogarsky.ru) in this case works will
feature in different exhibitions in Russia and abroad.
Documentation: Catalogue, pages of websites.
Deadline for application: 1st March 2012
Deadline for works: 1st May 2012
Contact: Mikhail Pogarsky: pogarsky@yandex.ru
www.pogarsky.ru
Address: ul Lenina, 31-32, Krasnogorsk, 143404, Russia

Saturday 9th June 2012
A Book, Postcard and Ephemera Fair in purpose built
luxury marquees held in the Parish Gardens, Stockton
Parish Church, High Street, Stockton on Tees, TS18 1SP
Free admission, refreshments available, 10.00am - 4.00pm.
For stand bookings and all other information please contact
BR Events: website@brevents.co.uk or call 07779342782
Jemma Lewis Marbling
10 new papers are now available to view / purchase on our
website - www.jemmamarbling.com

ARTIST’S BOOK FAIRS
Ffotogallery presents the Book Arts Fayre 2012
25th February / 11–5 / Free
Turner House, Penarth, UK

CALL FOR ARTISTS - Locating Boccaccio in 2013
John Rylands Library, Manchester, UK
11 July-24 November 2013
We invite national and international artists to design
and make books inspired by the fourteenth-century
Italian author, Giovanni Boccaccio. In 2013 there will be
events held world-wide to celebrate the seven-hundredth
anniversary of Boccaccio’s birth; in the UK these will be
focused around an exhibition of manuscripts and printed
books relating to Boccaccio at the John Rylands Library in
Manchester.
Alongside these ‘historical’ books, we propose to exhibit a
number of artists’ books which respond to any aspect(s)
of Boccaccio’s life and works. Boccaccio is most famous
for writing the Decameron, one of the most provocative
and irreverent texts of the Middle Ages, which had an
immeasurable impact on storytelling across Europe and
inspired Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales, but he also wrote many
other prose and poetical texts in both Italian and Latin,
most of which have been translated into English.
The exhibition will be free and open to the public, and the
artists’ books on sale if desired. Contributing artists will
be invited to the exhibition launch on 10 July and to the
international conference on Boccaccio studies which will
take place in Manchester on 11-12 July.
For further details and to register your interest please
contact Rhiannon Daniels by 30 May 2012:
r.j.daniels@leeds.ac.uk
http://locatingboccaccio.wordpress.com
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Book Arts Fayre returns for a sixth outing on Saturday 25th
February 2012. As usual we are taking over Turner House
from 11am – 5pm, with an array of artists, and the ‘Various
Artists’ stall will be back.
Book Arts Fayre celebrates the artist’s book in all its forms,
from hand printed zines to hardback monographs, giving
everyone from artists to students, graduates and families
the chance to explore and engage in self-publishing
and a wealth of contemporary book arts practice from
Wales and beyond.
More than 50 artists, publishers and collectives are
represented, plus many zines, cakes and arty ephemera on
sale the from Book Arts Fayre regulars. Free Admission.
For more information please call (029) 2070 8870
or email helen@ffotogallery.org
Turner House, Plymouth Road, Penarth, CF64 3DH, UK.
http://ffotogallerybookartsfayre.wordpress.com

15TH INTERNATIONAL CONTEMPORARY
ARTIST’S BOOK FAIR 2012
Friday 9 March, 11am - 6pm
Saturday 10 March, 10am - 5pm
The Parkinson Court, University of Leeds, UK
The 15th International Contemporary Artist’s Book Fair
will take place in the resplendent Parkinson Court at the
University of Leeds. The fair forms the core of PAGES,
an ongoing project of interrelated events establishing
critical engagement with the medium of the artist’s book,
encouraging production and awareness. The venue is
located in central Leeds, a major European city with
excellent transport access by road, rail or air and home to
a number of major artist book collections and archives.
Admission to the Artists’ Book Fair for visitors is Free.
A comprehensive and fully illustrated catalogue is available.
If you require any further information please contact the
Book Fair coordinators: Chris Taylor or John McDowall by
email: book.fair@ntlworld.com

Glasgow International Artists’ Bookfair 2012
Saturday 28th & Sunday 29th April 2012
GIAB 2012 will be open to the public between 11am - 6pm
both days. GIAB is a showcase of artists’ books produced by
local, UK-based and international artists. Books as artworks,
old-style letterpress books, audio books, sculptural books
can be seen and bought.
This exciting event will be held in the Exhibition Hall of
Glasgow Royal Concert Hall, which is ideally situated in
a prime location on the corner of Sauchiehall Street &
Buchanan Street in the heart of the city.
As ever, entrance is FREE! There will also be the possibility
of participating in a range of bookbinding workshops.
We have updated the website so please take a look http://www.giab.org.uk
Publish and be Damned Fair
17 March 2012, ICA London
Publish and be Damned presents one of their vibrant and
chaotic artist’s self-publishing fairs, where independent
publishers will occupy the ICA for one day only to sell and
trade their wares.

INTERNET NEWS

From Enver Sulejman, a Wikipedia page dedicated to the
life and work of Tom Trusky is now online:
Anthony Thomas “Tom” Trusky (14 March 1944 – 28
November 2009) was an American professor, poet, writer,
editor, film historian, and book artist. He is known for
promoting western regional poetry, recovering the films of
Nell Shipman, and rediscovering and promoting the work
of Idaho outsider artist James Castle. Trusky was a Professor
of English at Boise State University from 1970 to 2009 and
director of Hemingway Western Studies Center from 1991
to 2009. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tom_Trusky
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The Liberating Bond: An Interview with Katarzyna
Bazarnik & Zenon Fajfer
Visit SFCB’s blog to read a fascinating interview with
Katarzyna Bazarnik and Zenon Fajfer, a literary couple
hailing from Krakow noted for collaboratively exploring the
concept of liberature – a genre that focuses on the material
form of a text. They define a liberatic book as one that has
forged an “indissoluble bond” with its text, elaborated on
their theory recently for blog contributor Matt Runkle on
the blog (http://sfcb.org/blog).
Direct link: http://bit.ly/zQVonz
2012 is the National Year of Reading in Australia
(http://www.love2read.org.au), and the State Library
of Victoria in Melbourne will be hosting special events
throughout the year to celebrate. From a Mad Hatter’s Tea
Party, to special viewings of the artists’ books collection.
Visit the website for more details, where you can also sign
up to receive an email newsletter to keep up to date with the
events. http://www.slv.vic.gov.au
From Elizabeth Eastmond at TIVOLI
A link to the 2011 Waiheke Poetry Festival - In The Air
filmed by Scott Ewing in Pendragon Mall outside Tivoli
(www.TivoliNZ.com) Sunday November 20th: vimeo.
com/32649579
MUSEUMS PRESS is an independent publishing house
based in Glasgow, UK, founded in June 2009. In October
2011, Museums Press set up Good Press, a gallery and
bookshop in Glasgow. In December they also launched
their new website: www.museumspress.co.uk where you
can view publications such as REAL TIME ~ by Nous Vous
- Nicolas Burrows, Jay Cover and William Edmonds, the
release of which coincided with their exhibition at Good
Press under the same name REAL TIME. This triple-decker
zine pack contains a 12-page zine by each of the guys
highlighting their very individual styles. Pack of 3 zines //
A5 // 12 pages // staple-bound // black & white digital print
// wrapped by a title band. Edition of 50, December 2011,
£5. Available from Museums Press: http://museumspress.
goodpressgallery.co.uk/index.php?/museums-press/mz-011real-time/
Marie-Therese Wisniowski of Art Quill Studio in Australia
has recently uploaded a new entry to her blog, explaining
the book she has made for An Inventory of Al-Mutanabbi
Street. “(A Letter To A Friend - The Making Of An Artist
Printmaker’s Book) describes the rationale behind its
creation and it was written to a friend on 15th January 2004
because Heather was gifted a set of artist’s proofs.”
You can read the whole entry and see images of the book at:
http://artquill.blogspot.com/2012/01/letter-to-friendmaking-of-artist.html
From Jürgen Wegner, the German artist Ursula Traschütz
has a series of altered books and book objects in her online
gallery: http://www.viel-falt.net/
See how Marinus van Dijke changed a boat trip into 42
drawings and an artist’s book:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BF7SE6xhIXI
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Nancy Campbell was interviewed by Susan Mills for a
podcast on Bookbinding Now, where she talks about her
recent book projects including How to say ‘I love you’ in
Greenlandic: An Arctic Alphabet:
http://www.bookbindingnow.com/
From Victoria Walters, a link to some beautiful images of
Carved Book Landscapes by Guy Laramee
http://www.thisiscolossal.com/2011/12/carved-booklandscapes-by-guy-laramee/
From Tortie Rye, a link to a lovely animation on YouTube:
“After organising our bookshelf almost a year ago (http://
youtu.be/zhRT-PM7vpA), my wife and I decided to
take it to the next level. We spent many sleepless nights
moving, stacking, and animating books at Type bookstore
in Toronto. Everything you see here can be purchased at
Type Books. Grayson Matthews generously composed the
beautiful, custom music. But none of it could have been
done without all the volunteer hands who shelved and
reshelved books all night, every night.” http://bit.ly/wjwYhD
From Jürgen Wegner, something which might be of interest
is Fontcraft.com’s Titled Letterpress font collection, that
features a large number of typefaces and related material
such as their Historic border collection:
“One of the latest additions to our phenomenal collection
of images is a set of historic borders from the 15th through
19th centuries which exemplify the height of the art of
decoration in printed books as it developed over that
period. These are all borders which were cut in wood
or metal to be set with type and they demonstrate the
complexity and diversity of designs during this period in
which printing matured and became more sophisticated.
All of the borders and decorative emblems in this special
collection were taken from printed books and they have
been cleaned up and adapted for use in digital design. They
include designs from England and from continental Europe
and from well known designers including Erhard Ratdolt,
Will Ransom, Walter Teague, Walter Crane and William
Morris. If you need borders with historical character you
need look no further”.
All for sale, of course, but check out their website at:
http://www.fontcraft.com/fontcraft/#ixzz1iwtaVW8n

From Jane Simon in Australia: A link to an essay in
TEXT - Journal Of Writing And Writing Courses, Special
Issue Number 12 on Leadership in writing and the creative
arts. Anna Gibbs (University of Western Sydney) Writers,
writing and writing programs in the information age: Code,
collaboration and interdisciplinary connection. Which “talks
about artists’ books as the hinge or bridge between writing/
writers and visual arts/artists and the relevance of artists’
books for writing programmes.” You can read the essay
online at: http://textjournal.com.au/oct11/gibbs.htm
From Ampersand Duck
http://bookartobject.blogspot.com/2011/12/brainy.html
There’s a new journal out Journal for Artistic Research.
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Check out one of the articles from this journal, called
Taking the Book Apart. It’s a very interesting read, except that
it takes my brain apart with the way it’s laid out. There’s a
reason why single-column codex layouts have survived so
long, peoples. It’s because you can actually take information
into your brain properly without being overwhelmed.
If you want to look around the journal a bit, the orientation
is pretty spiffy. Hover your mouse over the top margin, just
below the URL line, and a little menu pops down. Quick,
catch it before it goes away again! Dammit, there it goes.
http://www.researchcatalogue.net/view/11423/11424

Some links to artists’ experimental e-book projects from
Abigail Thomas on AB 3.0
Eleanor Dare’s hybrid book project: http://www.doc.gold.
ac.uk/~ma501ed/south/south_Download.html
A Twitter e-book experiment by Abigail Thomas:
http://twitter.com/everyweekness
A link to another Twitter project by booktwo.org:
http://twitter.com/booktwo
This is an interesting project I stumbled across:
http://www.artistsebooks.org/
Charles Brownson ebooks: http://ocotilloarts.com

Franticham’s new website dedicated to Polaroid
with photo galleries, artists’ books and camera shop
http://www.polamad.com
The Grange, Ellesmere, Shropshire, UK is running
bookbinding, paper marbling and letterpress courses
throughout March - October. The programme can be found
at: www.thegrange.uk.com/Grange/Programme.html
From Adam Murray of Preston is my Paris
A recent project in Brighton, UK that concluded with a
weekend of live zine publishing over a couple of days:
http://findbrighton.blogspot.com
http://prestonismyparis.blogspot.com/2011/11/our-findproject-at-brighton-photo.html
In September, during her trip to Australia, Sarah Bodman
was interviewed by Michael Shirrefs, Feature Producer of
ABC Radio Australia’s ‘Artworks’ programme, at the State
Library of Victoria in Melbourne. Their conversation
was broadcast this December, and can be listened to or
downloaded at The Cutting Edge of Artist’s Books.
http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/artworks/
the-cutting-edge-of-artists27-books/3720440

NEW ARTISTS’ PUBLICATIONS

The Bonefolder

A new bookwork by Les Bicknell
As part of Journey to the Podium Les Bicknell has been
commissioned by Essex County Council to work with Gold
Olympic Medallist Boccia player Dan Bentley. The aim of
the project was to celebrate the Olympic idea and the sports
people’s individual experience. Dan plays Boccia, a game
played on a rectangular court by individuals, pairs and
teams, a cross between bowls and petanque it’s tense and
exciting and a little bit infuriating as athletes aim to land
balls close to a target ball.

The book form enables ideas to be disseminated to many
yet simultaneously the audience holds an original and feels
a personal connection to the maker. Les set out to create
a bookwork in which there is no wrong way of operating
the work and which the reader/viewer can create their own
narrative sequence each time they pick up the book.
The work connects the reader to the experience of Boccia;
the bookworks functionality mirrors the initial simplicity
of Boccia yet affords the opportunity of complicity which is
embedded within the game play. The work presents a space
for the viewer to develop their own understanding and
explore Boccia gamesmanship and strategy.
The bookwork is in a limited edition of 12. It is housed
within a folder150 x 150 mm. The bookwork is laser
cut paper; spray painted, folded and glued with variable
dimensions when open – largest 300 x 600 mm. For sale
at £95.00. The books modular structure offers nonlinear,
multiple readings through the manipulation of the work in
the hand, enabling numerous juxtapositions of colour and
shape. To order a copy contact Les at
les.bicknell@talktalk.net
Work will be exhibited at Beecroft Art Gallery, Station Road,
Westcliff on Sea, Essex SS0 7RA, February - March 2012
and in the Summer as part of the cultural Olympic legacy
exhibition at the House of Commons, London.
http://lesbicknell.blogspot.com
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On January 13, 2012, Volume 8, the largest (and regrettably
last) issue of The Bonefolder was published online. What
started as an experiment in open-access online-only
publishing “way back” in 2004 grew into perhaps the most
widely read publication in the book arts with over a quarter
million downloads for all issues combined since we began
with a global readership. Listing of the The Bonefolder in
the Directory of Open Access Journals (DOAJ) placed us
in just about every research library’s online catalogue, and
participation in LOCKSS will ensure long-term access
to all issues (as do Syracuse University Library’s and the
Internet Archive’s servers). This growth, however, also
brought with it ever increasing workloads for the small and
incredibly dedicated editorial staff who solicited articles,
worked with authors, and much more. With the 2011 issue
we switched to an annual format (something catalogers
curse publishers for) in the hopes that it would allow us to
streamline processes and spread the work out as it came in.
Alas, that did not happen in the way we had hoped and the
process became unsustainable… When we began we knew
it would be a challenge, albeit a fun one inspired by other
independent publications such as Fine Print and Bookways,
but also membership publications such as The New
Bookbinder and The Guild of Book Workers Journal.
Since we started other publications in the book arts other
sprung up but ours remains the only freely accessible
journal in the field.
Looking back, I think we more than surpassed our initial
goals, and while I have deep regrets about “closing the book”
I feel it is far better to leave the field at the zenith when we
all still have energy for other pursuits (that we all know
will come) rather than forcing ourselves to continue. So, it
is with an intense sense of pride that I thank all those who
have worked to make this publication the success it became
– Donia Conn who encouraged me to start things in 2004,
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Pamela Barrios, Chela Metzger and Don Rash who formed
the original core, Karen Hanmer who soon joined the team,
and finally Ann Carroll Kearney who was a very welcome
addition with this issue. To Samantha Quell, a long-time
student of mine, our thanks for indexing our 14 issues
thereby enhancing access. All of you contributed greatly to
our success. Finally though, we would have not been able
to exist at all if not for our authors, some established, some
new, who filled our issues with articles that covered the full
spectrum of the book arts.
To all thank you!
Peter D. Verheyen, Publisher / Editor
The Bonefolder ISSN 1555-6565. Free download at:
www.philobiblon.com/bonefolder/vol8contents.htm

New hand screenprinted artists’ books from Bongoût

Spy Emerson (image above), Christine Shields, Annie
Danger, Arnold Kemp, Tim Kerr, Tobin Yelland, Marshall
Weber, David Kennedy Cutler, Rebecca Giordano, Laurel
Braitman, Bill Daniel, Greta Snider, Mike Brodie, Veronica
Majano, Sam Green, Kari Orvik, and more.
STREETOPIA (the book), 2011, variable edition of 30, 40
pages, 8.5 inches by 11.5 inches, each book is sub-titled with
the name of a different San Francisco neighbourhood.

BACTERIA by Arnaud Loumeau
Arnaud Loumeau’s dazzling and vibrant colour drawings
got transformed to a psychedelic voyage silkscreen book.
4 colours per page, 31 x 21.8 cm, 20 pages incl. cover.
Edition of 133, signed and numbered. 32 Euros.
http://shop.bongout.org

Concept: Erick Lyle, Marshall Weber
Editing and design: Marshall Weber
Binding: Booklyn, Sophia Kramer, Aimee Lusty, Sara Parkel,
Ariana Rae, Jonathan Romain, Felice Tebbe
Media: airbrush, calligraphy, ink jet, laser print, offset,
photography, painting, sewing, silkscreen, spray paint,
stencil, typewriter, etc. etc.

DIE ABENTEUER DES TOM SAWYER
By Anna Hellsgård & Christian Gfeller. Silkscreen book,
5 & 6 colours per page, 22 x 16 cm, 24 pages incl. cover.
Edition of 65, signed and numbered. 23 Euros.
http://shop.bongout.org
Bongoût is an independent artist-run space including
Re:Surgo! a silkscreen & design studio, a publishing
company and a retail store devoted to the diffusion and
promotion of innovative creation.
We are located in Berlin - Mitte, Torstrasse 110.
Opening hours: Mon - Sat, 12 - 7 pm (subway station is
U8 Rosenthaler Platz). Our select shop features original
artworks, limited editions, prints, books, artists’ books,
apparel, multiples and much more. Take a look around the
web-shop and visit us in Berlin.

STREETOPIA, San Francisco, CA
Streetopia (the book) is an assembling of original artworks
by 24 current and former San Francisco artists and writers
tentatively associated with the San Francisco Bay Area
“Mission School” or, “New Mission School” art movements,
perhaps the last coherent schools of contemporary
American art in the 20th Century.
Streetopia exhibition artists, besides Johanson, Spelletich,
and Lyle, artists already committed to participate include
SWOON, Barry McGee, Emory Douglas, Sara Thustra, Rigo
23, Monica Canilao, Ivy Jeanne McClelland, Sy Loady,
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STREETOPIA is a Booklyn publication benefiting the
Streetopia exhibition, a large group exhibition that opens
at the Luggage Store Gallery in San Francisco in May 2012,
curated by writer, Erick Lyle, and artists Chris Johanson and
Kal Spelletich. Proceeds from the sales of the Streetopia (the
book) will be the primary funding source for the Streetopia
exhibition. To buy a book and support the exhibition
contact Marshall Weber at Booklyn. http://www.booklyn.org
Direct link: http://bit.ly/w9FKxY

New books from The Caseroom Press
5 Go on and on…
Philippa Wood and Tamar MacLellan
The Caseroom Press
This pair of limited edition artists’ books is the second in

a series; the books explore the everyday conversations of a
group of five women. From the mundane to the bizarre –
each conversation topic encapsulates a particular moment
in time. The two books are based on dialogues that took
place five years apart. The books are letterpress printed
and each one individually illustrated. Bound with printed
bellyband.

Screenprinted illustrations combine with letterpress print to
explore the story of a man, who through his own kindness,
succumbs to a swarm of mosquitoes and ultimately dies...
Each book is individually branded with a mosquito stamp.
Edition of 15. £30.00 Available from The Caseroom Press
http://www.the-case.co.uk/GoodMan.html

Edition of 11. £15.00. Available from The Caseroom Press.
http://www.the-case.co.uk/5goonandon.html
Tea and Cakes – 2nd edition
Philippa Wood and Tamar MacLellan
The Caseroom Press
Tea & Cake is an edited version of the original book
produced by The Caseroom Press in 2007. The book takes
a nostalgic look at childhood memories of ‘baking with
mother’ or special tea-time treats.

The book combines ink-jet printing with typewritten text
and rubber stamps; doilly end-papers and embroidered
traycloth covers. Edition of 13 (Baker’s dozen). £12.00
Available from The Caseroom Press
http://www.the-case.co.uk/TeaandCakesSecondEdition.html
The Good Man
Brian Peacock and Philippa Wood, The Caseroom Press
The Good Man forms part of the ongoing MerzBox
project by The Caseroom Press. This limited edition
artist’s book is based on a translation by Jack Zipes of a
Kurt Schwitters Tale.
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Affinity by Simon Cutts
Photographs of the
A boats from the
Everard Line of
F. T. Everard and
Sons Ltd. and the
text of a letter by Ian
Hamilton Finlay to
Pierre Garnier, 1963.
18 x 20 cm, 40 pp,
hardback linen cover
with embossing in
3 colours, printed
in duo-tone offsetlithography by
R. Booth, Penryn, Cornwall in an edition of 300 numbered
copies. Published by Coracle and Peter Foolen Editions
ISBN 978-0-906630-46-4 / 978-94-90673-05-5
Price £25 / Euros 30. Available from:
http://peterfoolen.blogspot.com and
http://www.coracle.ie/pages/new_books.html

Someone Else’s Christmas
Craig Atkinson
Someone Else’s Christmas is from an ongoing series of ‘found
photo’ books. I often buy 35mm cameras from charity
shops if they contain film, then have the film processed. If
there are enough images to create a book or narrative, I do.
Authorship and the nature of the photographs are obvious
questions. I don’t know whether the photographer is alive or
dead, whether the camera was donated as a gesture of good
will or cleared out of hatred. It’s exciting to know I’m the
first person to see the images that someone, possibly many
years ago, has taken. 2011, 28 pages, 14 x 20cm, b/w digital.
Second numbered edition of 50 [first edition was titled
‘Unknown’]. £3.50
http://www.caferoyalbooks.com/project/someone-elseschristmas/
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Someone Else’s Holiday
Craig Atkinson
Someone Else’s Holiday is from an ongoing series of ‘found
photo’ books. I often buy 35mm cameras from charity
shops if they contain film, then have the film processed. If
there are enough images to create a book or narrative, I do.
Authorship and the nature of the photographs are obvious
questions. I don’t know whether the photographer is alive or
dead, whether the camera was donated as a gesture of good
will or cleared out of hatred. It’s exciting to know I’m the
first person to see the images that someone, possibly many
years ago, has taken. 2011, 28 pages, 14 x 20cm, b/w digital.
Second numbered edition of 50.£3.50
http://www.caferoyalbooks.com/project/someone-elsesholiday/

Christophe Daviet-Thery presents a new edition by
Jérémie Bennequin: Ommage à la recherche du temps
perdu, du côté de chez Swann, 2011
“Erasing the work of Marcel Proust In search of lost time,
according to a strict protocol, is my artistic approach. To the
rhythm of a daily page, a necessary constraint, I erase with
an ink rubber, in the white collection of Gallimard, a series
of the seven volumes of this novel. It is a long-term work,
a slow, meticulous and methodical progress, for which it is
possible to determine the date of achievement accurately.
To this obsessive minimal gesture, simple act of presence,
is added the necessity to read progressively the Proustian
work in its blurred version, according to the division into
chapters wanted by the author. Moreover, the printing of the
ruined text - scattered letters, solitary syllables, fragments of
sometimes entirely legible words, snatches of sentences and
even scraps of thoughts - form the semi random result of a
free mixture of spontaneous choices.”
Exhibition catalogue “I hate Paul Klee” (Ed. Snoeck)
Published by Christophe Daviet-Thery,Paris. 19 x 12 cm 414 pages- sofcover. Price: 28 Euros
Please contact us for more information.
Christophe Daviet-Thery Livres et Editions d’Artistes
34 rue Louise Weiss, 75013 Paris. www. daviet-thery.com
blog: davietthery.wordpress.com

BOOK of LOVE
Another collaborative artist’s book made by Bridgette
Guerzon Mills, (Chicago, USA) and Hanne Matthiesen
(Malling, Denmark).

The subject of the book is all about LOVE. Not love for a
specific person. Merely a general or universal feeling of love
- and gratitude - for LIFE in all its complex aspects.
http://hannematthiesen.dk

Sharon Kivland: Two Exclusive Offers for Dark Winter
Nights from Domobaal
Offer One: Sharon Kivland – 12–Part Subscription Package
– domobaal editions 2012 (Early Bird)
Following the surprising success (the artist was surprised
anyway), of her recent book ‘La mer est si bleue’ Domo Baal
Editions and Sharon Kivland are launching a new book
project, which will be offered on subscription. It may be
described as a speciality package and will certainly be most
attractive. Sharon Kivland is working on a series of twelve
books, each in an edition of 100, in a stapled 26×20cm
format, with between twelve and twenty–four pages,
which draws on her extensive and particular collection
of printed ephemera and postcards, classed thematically
according to the whim of the artist (see below). Early Bird
subscribers, for the modest price of £100 (to include postage
and packing to all UK or EU addresses) will receive one
book each month (more or less, precise timing cannot be
guaranteed) for a year, from January 2012. There will be the
option to order a specially designed slipcase (together with a
Bonus Edition) to hold the collection at the end of the year,
as well as the monthly offer of a limited edition archival
print taken from the book of the month at a special price.
Titles may include: Frères et Sœurs; Communiants et
Communiantes; Nus exotiques; Chalets Suisses; Les Lacs
alpins; La Neige sur les montagnes; Femmes et roses; Les
Arrangements des fleurs; Les Chiens des Pyrenées; Les Femmes
du monde; Les Amants; Pierrots et Pierrettes; Certains
messages de loin.
Offer Two: Sharon Kivland – Bumper Freudian Package
Domo Baal in association with information as material
and CUBEARTEDITIONS, presents a special offer of a
Bumper Freudian Package of Sharon Kivland’s twelve
publications on and around readings of the life and work
of Sigmund Freud. This is an opportunity to acquire
these books at a keen price and to have an overview of
Kivland’s psychoanalytically–inflected reading, which she
has described as ‘ventriloquism’. The usual total retail price
is £121.50 but here is offered for £85 including post and
packing to UK addresses (an extra £15 to be added for EU
posting). As some of the books are nearly out of print, this
offer is limited to 40 subscribers, with preference given to
those who subscribe to both of these elegant packages.
Full Details Of Both Offers And To Order Direct Via Paypal:
www.domobaal.com/publications.html#sharon-kivland

Mixed media, recycled cardboard, paper scraps, images,
fabric, and encaustic. Transparent sheets with printed
statements and collage pages alternate. Size: 18 x 26 cm.
Bound in a codex structure.
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Flip Books!
A special offer from LENDROIT Éditions whilst stocks last
All the flip books are 3 Euros in our office in Rennes.
On our website, we also have new flip books for sale.
LENDROIT Éditions / In Print We Trust
23 rue Quineleu, 35000 Rennes, France.
Tel: +33 (0)2 23 30 42 27. www.lendroit.org

Perception 2012
Louise Levergneux
‘Perception’ is an artist’s
book that illustrates a
self-portrait and how the
perception of oneself is
perceived. While looking
at ourselves in a mirror,
we see ourselves at a
specific point in time and
that moment becomes
a memory in our consciousness. As the moment fades, the
image is retained as an impression of ourselves. Time stops!
This reflection, this memory is woven into the fabric of
our mind. The elements included in this book: the photos,
the songs, the dates, all of these suggest a snapshot of our
perception at different moments. Even though the songs
common component is the name ‘Louise,’ the songs bring us
back at a specific point in our life and rebuilds a moment, a
perception of ourselves.

protest. My piece called ‘Remembrance’ has four small
accordion books which make up the work. The first
book, ‘To Seek to Know’ includes words both in English
and Arabic which describe Al-Mutanabbi Street before
the bombing. It is followed by ‘A Sudden Attack’, ‘Pain
and Grief ’ and ‘Recovery’, depicting the evolution of the
environment during and after the tragedy.

A self-published book in an edition of 8 copies. The edition
is numbered and unsigned. Seven inches in diameter.
Metallic case contains 36 single pages printed on Entrada
rag paper, 300gsm. Digitally printed on an Epson Stylus
Photo 2200. ISBN : 978-1-926638-23-2. $368 + handling
and shipping. ‘Perception’ can be viewed at:
www.louiselevergneux.com
http://www.louiselevergneux.com/Perception.php
For inquires or orders please contact the artist by email at:
louiselevergneux@gmail.com

Remembrance
Julie Shaw Lutts, USA
‘Remembrance’ was a challenging book to complete.
I started by researching my topic, which in this case was a
tragic, heartbreaking, event. To choose to explode a bomb
in a place where people gather to find books and to broaden
their knowledge, or to just enjoy the company of others
doing the same, is simply evil. Why a person would do this is
a question I’m sure the family and friends of the people who
died there, or were injured, or were forced out of business,
continue to ponder because it seems so incomprehensible.

I struggled with how to make this work bi-lingual. Arabic
is completely foreign to me and when trying to translate
sentences there were so many choices it was difficult to
know which was best. I found an old dictionary and as I
read through, the individual words that I chose created the
narrative, which is simply single words displayed in both
Arabic and English.
This final piece is housed in a fragile glass box, symbolising
the delicate balance of peace. As each book is opened, the
words literally spill out of the accordion pages.  
2012. Measures in inches: 8 x 8 x 7 (closed) Open, each of
the four books in each piece measure 5 x 25 when hung.
julieshawlutts.com

The Daily Twit No 21
Wiltons Cafe – Magno News
At a time when the proprietorship of traditional British
newspapers is under extreme scrutiny and journalistic
practice has dug its own grave, a Hackney cafe suffered a
serious identity crisis and transformed into a newsagent.

When I became part of a small band of book artists who
were inspired by Beau Beausoleil to make works which
spoke to the 2007 bombing of Al-Mutanabbi Street in
Baghdad, Iraq, I was honoured to contribute to this quiet
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Wiltons Cafe
on Wilton Way
E8, in London,
became
‘Magno News’
and remained
so until the
end of January
2012.
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However this was no ordinary newsagent’s. It did not sell
the usual fare of papers and magazines having narrowed its
choice of daily read to the long-established Daily Twit.

Coastlines
Marinus van Dijke

The first copy of this fine newspaper first hit the streets
of North London over 33 years ago making it a good deal
older than a number of today’s normal papers (eg. The
Independent).

On 28 August 2008 I made recordings from a fixed
point on a mussel boat. The recordings started near the
Brouwersdam and ended at the Point of Westenschouwen.
Using a projector and a construction where the paper
could move forwards and backwards, I made 42 drawings
in January 2012. The changes of the direction and the
forward - rocking motions of the boat determined
the line of the coast.

You can view images of the interior pages and video at:
http://www.marinusvandijke.nl/boeken/coastlines/doce.htm

The Twit has a proud reputation of never having published
a word of sense, a tradition that is admirably maintained
in its current issue. Catering for readers who are fed up
with the dodgy morals, common sense, boring logic,
predictability and hypocrisy of normal dailies the Twit now
retails from it’s own charming establishment.
Now that one of the country’s leading Sunday papers has
gone to the dogs and another tedious daily is seriously
under threat the red banner of the Daily Twit is making its
stand on the streets of East London.

Pandora’s Box is a collection of 12 xerographic artists’
books created and editioned by Louise Neaderland on
the themes of war and violence in the world. The following
titles are included in a handsomely decorated box:
The Nuclear Fan, Cease Fire, The Killing Machine, Kosovo
1991, Journeys, A Mideast Kaleidoscope, Force Grim Force,
Shock and Awe, Stealth, Where Can the Dark Matter Be?,
Election Results, and The Sound of One Hand Clapping.
Price $125. This represents a 25% discount off the catalogue
price if purchased separately. Full descriptions and images
of the books are available in a pdf or hard copy catalogue
from Louise Neaderland, email: isca4art2b@aol.com

New Titles From Tonerworks
Written, illustrated and edited by qualified idiots, the Daily
Twit accepts articles from anyone under the proviso that if it
makes sense we won’t publish.
Top quality nonsense from a paper that has only just got the
hang of using a phone, let alone hacking into one.
More info on The Daily Twit No 21, and other issues,
CDs etc. are for sale on the website: www.dailytwit.co.uk

Matthew Stolte Cr ch
5.5 x 8.5” booklet, stitched w/staples, edition of 75 copies
16 full colour pages of visual poetry by Matthew Stolte of
Madison Wisconsin. $8 US postage paid
Carla Bertola 16
5.5 x 8.5” booklet, stitched w/staples, edition of 75 copies
16 full colour pages of visual ruminations on the numbers
1 through 16 by the Italian poet and editor of Offerta
Speciale magazine. $8 US postage paid
Susanna Lakner The Papertailor of Susannia
5.5 x 8.5” booklet, stitched w/staples, edition of 75 copies
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16 full colour pages of works by the collage diva from
Stuttgart Germany. $8 US postage paid
ALSO: forthcoming titles by Brandstifter, Bill DiMichele,
Tizianna Barracchi, Vanci Stirnemann, and Matthew
Taqggart will be available in the coming months
All titles available from: www.reedaltemus.org/publications
or order by mail from: Reed Altemus, Tonerworks
P.O.Box 5052, Portland,ME 04101 USA
To reserve copies email: reedaltemus@gmail.com

NewLights Press is excited to announce the publication of
What You Will, a book of poems by Kyle Schlesinger
This one has been a long time in the making - it was begun
almost 2 years ago, while NewLights was still in California.
But now, 202 press runs and lots of folding and sewing later,
it’s done and available for purchase. Here are the specs:
44 pages, double signature pamphlet stitch with folded
jacket 4.375” x 8.75” (closed). Letterpress printed in three
colours from photopolymer plates. Edition of 100. All copies
are signed by the author, 2011. $20 (plus shipping)

In other news, NewLights has been slowly re-publishing
our out-of-print books online. You can view the first three
online: http://newlightspress.blogspot.com
And more will be coming in the very near future. We also
still have copies of J.A. Tyler’s ZZZZZZZZZZZZZ [an island]
for sale as well: http://newlightspress.blogspot.com/2011/05/
zzzzzzzzzzzzz-island.html

LOST and FOUND
Maria G Pisano, Memory Press, USA
LOST and FOUND reflects on the history of the Middle
East. Symbolic fragments were collected and reassembled
with historical text and maps, to illustrate the rich cultural
heritage of the area. The book hopes to raise awareness to
the loss of lives, cultural property and the freedom to openly
share and discuss ideas, by the bombing of al-Mutanabbi
Street on March 5, 2007, in Baghdad; a street of booksellers,
named after the 10th Century Arab poet Abu’ Tayib alMutanbbi.

You can view images of the book and purchase it via PayPal
here: http://newlightspress.blogspot.com/2011/11/whatyou-will.html
You can read extensive documentation about the making
of the book here: http://bit.ly/ArRsPM
About a third of the edition has already been reserved, so
don’t wait too long!
Kyle Schlesinger is a poet who writes and lectures on
typography and artists’ books. His books of poems
include: Commonplace (Cuneiform, 2011); Bad Words to
the Radio and Other Poems (Least Weasel, 2011); Picture
Day (Electio Editions, 2011); and Seeing Things (Chax
Press, 2012). Poems & Pictures: A Renaissance in the Art of
the Book, was published in 2010 by the Center for Book
Arts in conjunction with an travelling exhibition. He is
proprietor of Cuneiform Press and Assistant Professor of
Communication Design at UHV, where he co-directs the
Graduate Program in Publishing.
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Relief and
intaglio prints
created by
the artist
were collaged
together with
maps and
historical
facts of the
area. The
book is laser
printed and
some pages
have gold
paint applied to them. Pamphlet bound in a self-closing
wrapper. Dimensions open: 18 cm H x 31 cm W. Designed
and bound by the artist. Open Edition. Memory Press ©
2011. mgpstudio@aol.com - www.mariagpisano.com

A New Book by Randy Klein
10 books for the price of one!
A book within a book within a book
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Little known secrets about the Klein history in ‘How I
Became an Artist’. Memories of the artist’s father in ‘Dad’s
Story’ . A sculptural ‘Flip Book’ nestled in the corner of the
pages. Plus 7 more books that were never written. A real
omnibus of non-books. Order directly from the artist for
only £10 plus £2 postage via secure credit card payment:
www.randyklein.co.uk or from bookartbookshop
17 Pitfield Street, London N1 6HB. Tel: 0207 608 1333
www.bookartbookshop.com

New from Redfoxpress
30+ OUT OF 60 FROM 3
A book of collaborative collages by
Juergen O. Olbrich - Rod Summers - Berty Skuber

Over a period of two years and using the postal system to
constantly circulate the works between them, Berty, Jürgen
and Rod produced a series of 60 collages for an exhibition at
the Archivio Emily Harvey/Venice in October 2011.
This publication by Redfoxpress contains a selection from
the 60, which was agreed upon by the three artists during
the exhibition. There will be a second exhibition of all the
works at the Kunsttempel/Kassel in 2012.
Jürgen O. Olbrich, b. 1955 in Bielefeld, lives in Kassel,
Germany. Everything else just happened.
Rod Summers/VEC, b. 1943 Verwood, Dorset, England, lives
in Maastricht/The Netherlands. Poet and artist working
in sound, performance, digital communication media and
photography.
Berty Skuber, b. Bozen/Italy, lives in Völser Aicha and
Venice. Calligraphy, painting, collage, photography, videos,
one-of-a-kind-books.
Laser printing. 20 x 15 cm - 40 pages - hardcover, 2011, 100
numbered copies. 35 Euros - 45 US $ - 30 GBP
You can order by email at info@redfoxpress.com
Or online with paypal or via Amazon at
http://www.redfoxpress.com/AB-olbrich2.html

Tea Stories
Rebecca Swindell
Have you ever wondered who put the tea in your teabag?
Artist Rebecca Swindell has produced a book in the
same format as those produced for collecting tea cards to
commemorate the people who worked at the Brooke Bond
tea packing factory in Bristol, UK from when it opened in
1960 to its closure in 1990. This was a time when working
for a company provided a real social function: the company
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cared for its employees and they cared for the company.
Swindell tells moving stories from the Brooke Bond
employees gathered through hours of interviews, and
illustrated with beautifully detailed drawings in the same
format as the old tea cards that used to come in every pack
of PG Tips. Stories range from personal anecdotes about
staff relationships to customs which grew up in the factory such as making a dress out of tea-bag material for someone
about to be married - to a sad tale about the PG Tips chimp.
Accompanying the book is a DVD featuring audio
highlights from the interviews with former Brooke Bond
employees; a selection of photos of the employees working
and socialising; and a short film of one of the employees
talking about her own experiences of work in the factory
including the shock of being told it was to close and all staff
made redundant.

The building reopened in 1996 as Spike Island – a centre for
the production and exhibition of art and design, and home
to a range of artists, designers, students, creative businesses
and other arts organisations. This is where Rebecca has her
studio.
The project received funding from the Heritage Lottery
Fund, Arts Council England and Sparkplugs. It received
support in kind from Spike Island. The book is available for
£7.95 including postage and packing from Tangent Books:
www.tangentbooks.co.uk
Copies will also be available in Bristol Libraries.
For more information contact:
Rebecca Swindell – rebeccaswindell@hotmail.com or
Ruth Hecht (Project Manager) ruthhecht@blueyonder.co.uk

Ornithology by Veta Gorner
Bookbinder: Lisbeth Lund
For a man born for trouble as the bird to fly Job 5:7
The nature of this book can be aptly summarised by the
words of JD Salinger: “You are a great bird lover...You are
someone who took up birds in the first place because they
fired your imagination, they fascinated you because they
seemed of all created beings the nearest to pure spirit those little creatures with a normal temperature of 125º”.
36 original zinc plate etchings that form the narrative of the
book are a very personal project which began as the artist’s
visual diary in an attempt to make sense and reconcile an
inner life with the ever-changing world. Individual images
were executed over several years like a spiritual record of
one’s journey. The work took almost four years to complete.

The Golden Age Of Alchemy
Dmitry Sayenko, Russia

The title of the book alludes to a scientific tome with
exceedingly clear and concise structure that adds to the
notion of theoretical work.
The suite of etchings is divided into three sub-volumes:
“Margins - Planes - Ascents”, each containing 12 unique
images analysing themes of migration, change and
acceptance.

2011 format: 7.087” x 9.449”x 1.378” inches (18 xх24.5
x 3.5 cm). 73 pages, 41 big and 13 small images (colour
linocuts & woodcuts), type: Univers 22 & Bodoni 46, 18, 36.
Text: Dmitry Sayenko, handmade paper by the artist was
prepared specially for this book (11 copies, 2 copies printed
on the paper Goznak (1956). Leather cover, special slipcase.

As well as being a study and an intimate diary, the book
is also a meditation. It reveals its contents at a rhythmical
unhurried pace slowly drawing a viewer’s attention to its
intricate and beautifully drawn images that pose inexplicit
questions.
All book pages are hand printed by the artist on heavy
weight Somerset cotton paper as individual folds and
painstakingly hand-sewn by the bookbinder one by one.
Semi transparent parchment leather forms the fascinating
cover of the folio with a printed image vaguely visible
though the delicate skin-like material.
Veta Gorner is a full time artist - printmaker. Trained in fine
art in Russia she now shares her time between studios in
London and Northern Sweden. www.vetagorner.com
Lisbeth is a Dutch born bookbinder now living in the UK.
www.lisbethlund.co.uk
29 x 41 x 6 cm in slipcase. Edition 5 + an artist copy.
Contact: mail@vetagorner.com
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Printing & binding by Dmitry Sayenko.
Total edition: 13 numbered & signed copies
This book was exhibited at The Fine Press Book Fair in
Oxford (November 2011) and was selected for one of the
Judges’ Choice Awards by The Fine Press Book Association
For more information, contact the artist at:
nikodim-book@yandex.ru
http://www.nikodim-press.blogspot.com
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REPORTS & REVIEWS
3rd Sheffield International Artist’s Book Prize
Exhibition dates: 11 October - 12 November, 2011
The third edition of The Sheffield International Artist’s
Book Prize, launched early Spring 2011, brought in over
170 entries from 22 different countries, including nearly 50
entries for the Student Prize alone. Books were submitted
from five continents and included entries from Argentina,
Australia, Canada, Croatia, India, Japan, Korea, the United
States with almost 40 entries coming in from Germany and
the Netherlands. The range of the books submitted was
equally diverse: from hand etched plates illustrating unusual
narratives to weird and one made of pillows; books no more
than an inch square to one that extends more than forty
feet long); manipulated books made by delicately cutting
and reforming old editions to complex conceptual conceits;
books in boxes, books in envelopes and a book made of
cigarette papers in a matchbox.

Visitors to the exhibition were encouraged to view and
handle all books submitted and asked to vote for their
favourite book, with the winner of the Main Prize again
being decided by visitors to the show. This year over
500 votes were cast by visitors and due to demand the
exhibition was extended by a week to allow what must
have been several thousand people to see the diversity of
books on offer. Talking numbers often does not do justice
to the response an exhibition gets; the comments received
throughout, the fascination of visitors and most noticeably,
their desire to discuss the range of books or individual
offerings provided real testimony to the success of this
initiative.
The first prize winner with over 50 votes was Kaho Kojima’s
‘A Drop of Cloud’. Second was Chisato Tamabayashi’s
‘Airborne’. Several books amassed over 30 votes, amongst
them were entries by Ariane Severin, Hans Eijkelboom and
David Harper. Noticeably, the visiting public seemed to be
drawn to pop-up books and photography books though it is
difficult to generalise when two thirds of the books received
at least one vote.

Most pleasing was the fact that many visitors came back
time and again whilst others stayed for hours: the exhibition
seems to work well on different levels both for those who
just want to skim and look at the odd title to those who have
the time to really get to know the books on show.
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For the judges it was an unenviable task selecting one
winner from the 170 submissions. This year’s jury consisted
of Sarah Bodman from the Centre for Fine Print Research,
University of the West of England and Maria White for
Tate Library in London who assisted John Clark from Bank
Street Arts in selecting the two Jury Prizes.
The first to be judged, the Student Prize, proved really
difficult: there were nearly 50 entries in total displaying an
enormous range of originality, creativity and skill. Picking
one winner proved hard going but after a couple of hours of
deliberation the Student Prize was awarded to Clare Rogers
for ‘Inventory: A list of everything in my home’. Special
mention for other student entries from Zabby Allen, Clare
Isabel Anderson, Eddy Dreadnought, Hazel Grainger and
Eleanor Symms.
The special Jury Prize was awarded to Elisabeth Tonnard for
her book, ‘A Dialogue in Useful Phrases’. What particularly
appealed to the judges was the originality of the idea and
the flawless execution of that idea in the book itself: an
exercise in simplicity and imagination. We look forward to
working with all Prize Winners next year on exhibitions at
Bank Street.
A final mention and word of thanks goes to all those who
entered the Prize this year and in particular to all those who
donated their books to our Collection. Over 95% of those
who submitted a book were generous enough to donate top
our collection following the exhibition. These are currently
on show in our Education Room and over the months
ahead we will be building a permanent archive to house this
unique collection, which now numbers over 240 books. We
will also be staging further exhibitions using selected books
from the Collection and visiting Book Fairs around the UK
in 2012, beginning with the Leeds Contemporary Artists
Book Fair in March.
Thanks also go out to all those volunteers who helped stage
the exhibition this year. It was a difficult task working out
how best to show the books to their advantage for ease
of reference and viewing when they ranged from books
almost a metre square to those the size of a matchbox and
everything in between. It took the best part of a month
to work out how fit all the books into the three gallery
spaces at Bank Street and considerably longer to index and
catalogue the entries to ensure the smooth running of the
Prize.

The full list of artists who entered this year is as follows:
Klaus von Mirbach, Alex Blake & Sam Marsh, Sam Marsh,
David Willis, Jina Wallwork, Thomas Fritz, Bryan Eccleshall,
Bryan Eccleshall and others, Katherine Johnson, Lizanne
van Essen, Joel Lardner, Jordan West, Stephen Kirby,
Jean-Claude Loubieres, Marije de Wit, Frans Baake, Nikos
Mantzios, David Vassie, Marinus van Dijke, Carl Rowe,
Antonio Claudio Carvalho, Peter Bennett, Beate Gördes,
Gavriella Kalafati, Rita Barros, Grania Hayes, Jenna Adams,
Marilyn R.Rosenberg & C.Mehrl Bennett, Cordula Diaz,
Glenn Holman, Glynis Candler, Photobiblio, Christiane
Sasportas, Aav, Lorna Jewitt, James Bacchi-Andreoli,
Rosie Leventon, Josefina Posch, Irina Yablochkina, Sophie
Aigner, Andrew Law, Anne Rook, Joanne Soroka, Margaret
Gosley, Andrew G Smith, Charity Ann Blansit, Beth Evans,
Bernd Reichert, Ellen Wilkinson, Anne Marie Johansen,
Eddy Dreadnought, Zabby Allen, Mairi Timoney, Clare
Rogers, C Hartnett, Rachel Porcheret, Mia Vucic, Johannes
Gerard, Sarah Hinds, Matthew Herring, Ariane Severin,
Lauren Winsor, David Harper, Hazel Grainger, Nadine
Arbeiter, Ann Ellis, Richard Williams, Dietmar Pfister, Lou
Cabeen & Ann Hursey, Guylaine Couture, Barrie Tullett,
Ahlrich Van Ohlen, Eleanor Symms, Yuko Parris, Yael
David-Cohen, Elisabeth Tonnard, Sharon Graham Sargent,
Suzanne Ray, Keith Turner, Hans Eijkelboom, Amanda
Thompson, Christina Mitrentse, Marilyn R.Rosenberg,
Birgit Daa Birkkjaer, Jackie Bowcutt, Jakob Anckarsvard,
Sarah Romano, Tom Baggaley, Marcus Irwin, Patricia
Kaersenhout, Mariken Wessels, Bill Burns, Claire Isabel
Anderson, Steven Schofield, ToPé, Lorna Barrowclough,
A.H. de Jong, Diana Sprenger, Vic Cruz, Andrew Malone,
Tamara Ivanova, Mavina Baker, Theresa Easton, Bas
Fontein, EJ Major, Mirjana Vrbaski, Manya Dorian,
Donaque Elsi, Vassdal Ellis, Jennie Merriman, Sun Young
Kang, Michelle Rowley, Ewa Monika Zebrowski, Rachel
Barron, Jeremy Dixon, Eunjung Hwang, Barbara Greene,
Sarah Diver Alexandria Higlett & Georgina Hounsome, Julie
Taylor, Mayumi Arakawa, Curtis Singmaster, Merle Hunt,
Diana Mazuru, Rachel Rawlings, Chisato Tamabayashi, Joan
Ainley, Susan King, Matthew Burbidge, Eu-Jin Sol, Kaho
Kojima, Katja Stienen, Theo Simpson, Carolien Adriaansche,
Rebecca Freeman, Sarah Barnes & Gemma Wright, Lina
Avramidou, Jo Brudenell, Fiona Wilson, Philippa Wood,
Mia Leijonstedt, Mary Rouncefield, Saba Ferrari, Rachel
Smith, Arnett Powell, Joy Clements, Patricia M. Jones,
Emma Dolphin, Misha Maltsev, Steph Newell, Damon
Kowarsky & Nancy Ibrahim, Mirei Yazawa, Helena Wee,
Catherine Fairgrieve, Claire Tindale, Lee Thompson, Jon
Dunning, Sally Roberts, Pat Hodson, Mary Conway, Marion
Hewitt, Filippa Dobson, Russ D Hunter, Kim Bevan, Astrid
Beumer, Gralha Azul, Group Kinnari, Sanghavi Parikh.
John Clark, Bank Street Arts
For more information about The Sheffield International
Artists Book prize visit http://artistsbookprize.co.uk/2011

LOVE: artists’ books in Vilnius
A report by Hanne Matthiesen, Denmark
Recently, in December 2011, I was invited to Vilnius to
be part of the Jury for the 6th International Artist’s Book
Triennial Vilnius 2012.

A wonderful experience in a perfect mixture of days full
of hard - but also very pleasant, amusing, and inspiring
discussions and work, tea breaks, lunch at little nearby
restaurants etc. And visits to galleries and museums to
see artworks by some of the Lithuanian “stars” like M. K.
Ciurlionis and Kazys Varnelis - and to see a couple of the
many churches that are now under renovation after many
years of mismanagement by Soviet superiority. All days
went at high speed, spirit and good company by fellow
artists and jury members: Joseph Johannes Visser (The
Netherlands), Deirdre Kelly (Italy) and Kestutis Vasiliunas
(founder, Lithuania).

Each triennial has had its own theme; this time it was all
about “LOVE”. As you can probably imagine it’s a subject
you can look at in many ways: poetic, abstract, philosophical
- or with a very direct, hard on approach (more or less
metaphorically speaking).
It was amazing to see the variation of work submitted: from
the most delicate to beginner’s pieces - both in content
and form. It took us some time to go through all of the
entries. Our first step was to establish 3 main groups or
categories: First, one for the excellent works where there
were no doubts. Some artists books incite your interest at
once by their beauty, excellence, originality, or “something”.
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The next category is also rather easy to spot: its the works
so clumsy, helpless, hopeless, pathetic or just in-no-wayappealing you don’t need to see them again. (It can actually
be a bit depressing to see really poor work). And finally a
solid mid-section = the “maybe” group. It’s here that the
selection gets really tough - and the voices get louder - while
jury members argue and ask: Where is the big idea here?
What’s the border? What is bookart when it comes to basics?
What IS an artist’s book at all? How should the concepts of
originality and quality in artists‘ books be understood? Can
good intentions be accepted - if the way they’re carried out
is weak? And vice versa…

I’m happy to say we happened to have very similar
standards and understanding - and I can assure you that we
did our best to be honest to both ourselves and all the works
submitted. In two months time I will go to Vilnius again
to see the resulting exhibition in gallery Titanikas on the
opening 12th April 6 pm.

STOP PRESS!
International Drawing Project
14th February – 1st March 2012
PR1 Gallery, Victoria Building, UCLan, Preston, UK
Curated by Craig Atkinson
February sees the first ‘International Drawing Project’.
Craig Atkinson is organising a series of events, which
demonstrate the diversity and importance of drawing.
Amongst the events will be an exhibition. He is approaching
the exhibition in a similar way to publishing, and the
exhibition will essentially be one huge book.
There will be a photocopier installed in the gallery for the
duration of the project. Artists were invited to email a high
resolution drawingbased image. The
response was amazing
– thank you to those
of you who have
submitted work so far
and to those who have
publicised the project.
From the submissions,
images are being
selected, printed, and
hung in the gallery.
The gallery will
begin as an empty
space [work wise],
becoming busier and
evolving throughout
the exhibition. Visitors will be able to select work from the
walls to re-print on the copier and bind into a catalogue
before leaving the gallery. There will be a maximum of 1000
catalogues. They will be free of charge at the exhibition,
for the duration of the project, after which the remainder
[if any] of the 1000 will be available online at cost price.
There will be several other publications released to mark the
occasion, available both at the event and online.
At print are two exciting new publications by Himaa /
Masanao Hirayama and Mike Redmond & Faye Coral
Johnson [who will be artists in residence during the
project] - these will be officially released at the project
launch. Thursday 16th February, 4.30 – 8pm is the launch
date. At 5pm Neil Morris, Master Printmaker and Reader
in Contemporary Printmaking at Liverpool John Moores
University will talk about the act of drawing, in relation to
his own work and the exhibition. There will be a series of
short film and animation screenings and a chance to discuss
the project as a whole.

The exhibition will be touring:
2 February – 3 March 2012, “Scuola Internazionale di
Grafica”, Venice, Italy 15 March – 18 March 2012, Leipzig
Book Fair, Germany; 12 April – 5 May 2012, Gallery
“Titanikas”, Vilnius, Lithuania; 22 September – 22 October
2012, Kloster Bentlage, Rheine, Germany; 2013 in “Maison
44″, Basel, Switzerland.

Craig Atkinson, Editor-in-Chief, Café Royal Books

http://artistsbook.lt/community
http://www.hannematthiesen.dk

http://www.caferoyalbooks.com/projects/internationaldrawing-project/
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PR1 Gallery, Victoria Building, University of Central
Lancashire, Preston, PR1 2HE. Tel: +44 (0)1772 893372
http://www.uclan.ac.uk/information/uclan/how_to_find_
us/preston_campus_map.php

Livres d’Artiste/ du papier au métal en passant par le verre
ou la céramique, at Atelier Vis a Vis, Marseilles
Until 25th February 2012
Paradigme / Comptoir International du Livre d’Artiste
& de l’Edition de Création. 41 rue Clovis Hugues, 13003
Marseille, France. www.ateliervisavis.com

Shelve – George Cullen
2nd February – 3rd March 2012
LXV Books, London, UK
The next part of the Shelve project will be showing work
by George Cullen, who has recently graduated from the
Camberwell Book Arts MA exploring the process of reading
through an installation based work on the book shelf.

Memoirs from a Cold Utopia - Contemporary Eastern
European Artists’ Reflections on Social Transformation
Tallinn Art Hall, Estonia. Until 26th February 2012
The exhibition Memoirs from a Cold Utopia, reflects ways in
which artists from the former Soviet Bloc have responded to
the political transformations in their regions during the past
two decades. The period August to December 2011 marked
the 20th anniversary of a process of rapid political change
that included the dissolution of the Soviet Union, the end
of the Cold War, and the reunification Eastern and Western
Europe. Referring ambiguously to both the ‘Cold War
Period’ and the social alienation of a free market economy,
Memoirs from a Cold Utopia showcases artists whose work
employs contemporary art strategies to explore historical,
social and political issues in their regions.
Tallinn Art Hall, Vabaduse väljak 6, 10146 Tallinn, Estonia
http://www.kunstihoone.ee

George Cullen is a book artist and designer. His work
explores the use of space and language especially concerned
with the reader’s relationship to the book and reading.
How the surface of the book relates to the act of reading
and the position of the reader. He takes part regularly in art
book fairs around the UK and has exhibited in and outside
London. His work can be seen in collections including the
Tate Library, London and UWE Bristol.
Curated by Amber Ablett www.amberablett.com
amber.s.v.ablett@hotmail.co.uk

Personal Mapping on the Summer Isles with Rachel Hazell
Last spring the little paths and rocky summits of Tanera
Mor pushed softly to the top of my wish-list of places to
teach. The long ago declaration that ‘island workshops are a
speciality’ meant making the dream a reality.
Maps, Charts and Other Discoveries: Three days of bookart,
exploring personal mapping. The course will include a
mixture of making, writing, drawing, creating, collage,
stitching and topography. Arrive on the afternoon of 30th
March and leave early on 3rd April. The cost, including
four night’s accommodation, full board, tuition and basic
materials is £320 (for a shared room.) Only three places
remain. For more details and more workshops visit:
http://www.hazelldesignsbooks.co.uk

Onomatopee 73: Research Project
The revelation of the concealed
Politics (in)form: Freedom of Information Act results
By Renée Ridgway
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6 LXV Books
5 Roman Road, Bethnal Green, London E2 0QN
www.lxvbooks.com

Exhibitions at Onomatopee, Eindhoven, The Netherlands
Until 26th February 2012

Onomatopee 74: Cabinet Project
(random but in order) flow and drift and perform and sit
Spatial narratives with a purifying effect
By Jeroen Doorenweerd
Open Thursday-Sunday 13:00 - 17:00
Onomatopee
Bleekstraat 23, 5611VB Eindhoven, The Netherlands
www.onomatopee.net
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Centre For Fine Print Research
UWE Bristol, 2012 Summer Institute
Please see the links for more information on each course
and online booking.
Bookbinding for Book Artists
2nd - 6th July 2012
With Guy Begbie
This course is designed to be appropriate for those both
with or without previous bookbinding experience.
http://www.uwe.ac.uk/sca/research/cfpr/courses/
cpdcourses/bookbinding2012.html
3D Printing and Interactive Technologies
Two week course, 9th - 20th July 2012
With Peter Walters and David McGoran
This new and exciting two week course is perfect for artists,
designers, hobbyists, hackers and anyone interested in
creating interactive objects or environments.
http://www.uwe.ac.uk/sca/research/cfpr/courses/
cpdcourses/3dprinting_interactivetech.html
Inkjet and Laser cutting for Arts and Crafts
2nd - 4th July 2012
With Paul Laidler and Tom Sowden
This three-day course explores the possibility of combining
inkjet printing and laser cutting, whether producing paper
sculptural objects with surface pattern, artists’ / pop-up
books, paper slipcases or multi-layered prints.
http://www.uwe.ac.uk/sca/research/cfpr/courses/
cpdcourses/inkjet_laser2012.html
Advanced Bookbinding for Book Artists
9th - 13th July 2012
With Guy Begbie
An intensive five-day advanced course of bookbinding
structures. The course is designed to be appropriate for
people with some previous experience in basic bookbinding.
http://www.uwe.ac.uk/sca/research/cfpr/courses/
cpdcourses/adv_bookbinding2012.html
Letterpress
23rd - 27th July 2012
With Angie Butler
Learn how to set type and print letterpress using metal and
wood type. Letterpress offers beautiful qualities for printing
text for books, bookmarks, postcards, posters or pamphlets.
We will print on Vandercook presses which allow editioning
of multiples. http://www.uwe.ac.uk/sca/research/cfpr/
courses/cpdcourses/letterpress2012.html
Pop-up Rubber Stamps
24th-26th July 2012
With Alexandra Czinczel and Stephen Fowler
Learn how to make rubber
stamps and turn your images
into a pop-up book on this a
3-day course in the summer.
http://www.uwe.ac.uk/
sca/research/cfpr/courses/
cpdcourses/rubberstamp2012.
html
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CA LL FOR PROPOSA L S
filling in the blanks
filling in the blanks is a series of events, investigating
how one could perform the blank book, organised at
X Marks the Bökship by LemonMelon, ‘Publisher of
the Month’ for March.
Please submit your proposal for how you would
perform the blank book to LemonMelon by the
15th of February.
For more information contact LemonMelon
on post@lemonmelon.org

CALL FOR PROPOSALS
filling in the blanks
filling in the blanks is a series of events, investigating how
one could perform the blank book, organised at X Marks
the Bökship by LemonMelon, ‘Publisher of the Month’ for
March. www.lemonmelon.org
Please submit your proposal for how you would perform
the blank book to LemonMelon by the 15th February.
For more information contact LemonMelon on
post@lemonmelon.org

UWE Bristol Exhibitions at Bower Ashton Library
Opening hours summer time: Mon - Fri 9am - 5pm
Please call to check opening hours before travelling
as times vary during vacation periods.
Library main desk telephone: 0117 328 4750
If you have any book arts news, please email items for the
Book Arts Newsletter to: Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk
Please supply images as good quality RGB jpegs (300 dpi)
NEXT DEADLINE: 20TH FEBRUARY FOR THE

MARCH - MID-APRIL 2012 NEWSLETTER
www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk / Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk

MIKE NICHOLSON & DAVID JURY: THE CRAFT & ART PROJECT 2012
Book artist Mike Nicholson – creator of the !bio auto graphic" series from Ensixteen Editions (see
www.ensixteeneditions.blogspot.com) – and typographer and letterpress champion David Jury –
author of !Letterpress: The Allure of the Handmade" amongst others – are collaborating on a new
edition for 2012 that will combine their very different working methodologies and aesthetics. It will
revolve around the uncertain territories between what is perceived to be !art" and what is felt to be
!craft".
As part of his initial process, Nicholson sent out a short series of questions to instigate some
discussion and responses from a circle of creative acquaintances, ranging from bookbinders and
musicians to an artist or two. For your reading pleasure, here are the various statements grouped
under each question.
1) – What do you think separates !art" from !craft"?
Studio vs. workshop/ silk shirt vs. scratchy ethnic jumper
– Martin Newell: Musician/poet/gardener
Nothing. Art is inseparable from Craft.
– Phil Rickman: Author/broadcaster
Art - philosophy/truth/idea/imagination
Craft - physicality/skill/making/imagination
– Rob Hillier: Artist Designer
This is a question that I"m sometimes asked and to a significant degree I think it"s as relevant
as asking what separates art from medicine, farming or anything else. The truth is that,
although I"m a craftsman, I believe art is more important and fundamental to the human
condition, it"s what we (civilisation) leaves behind. Nobody remembers the GDP of the Incas,
just their art and culture. I guess you have to ask yourself what drove some bloke to go out of
his way to make pigments (you couldn"t buy them on Amazon then) and paint scenes on the
side of a cave tens of thousands of years ago. If you can answer that you may get close to
understanding what art is. As far as furniture making is concerned I do it to so that my
customer has something to eat their dinner off. My craft is about designing and making as
well and as sensitively as I can. It"s about understanding materials and textures and putting
them together in a way that makes sense, is functional, and is beautiful. It"s important to me
and I care passionately about it but it"s not art it"s just furniture making.
– Jon Getz: Furniture designer/maker
Intellectual thought –the perception that !art" is some how better than !craft" because of the
depth of consideration and expression of thought. – Diane McCourt: Jewellery designer
The first two words that spring to mind are !snobbery" and !intention".
Snobbery – because Craft is seen as an activity done as a hobby, whereas Art is a vocation
and a calling.
Craft is a complicated word – it refers to both highly skilled workmanship as well as work
people do as a hobby in front of the TV. I think there is a gender divide within the term craft
as well. You"d expect more women to frequent !craft shops" or !craft fairs" in pursuit of the
!decorative arts" (needlework or knitting or rug making) and more men to do the serious stuff
of carpentry, letterpress printing, things that require some machinery. This of course is a wild
generalisation.
Intention also separates the two creative forms. Why was it made and who for?
There isn"t much difference in the skill required between a piece of embroidery for a cushion
cover or a tapestry made for a wall, but the tapestry may be considered as !art", the cushion
cover merely a hobby. Some of Sarah Lucas" work sails close to !craft" (old stuffed tights etc!)
but she is firmly in the Art camp and actually her work isn"t particularly well made.
Also, you wouldn"t call your cushion cover !Study in Blue IV" – you wouldn"t call it anything.
– Vick Fullick: Letterpress Printer/Graphic Designer
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Rigorous conceptual thinking?
Probably not, but it may be the case sometimes. 20th Century commodity values,
contemporary pace of life, jobs worth, f***ing time and motion studies, unwillingness to
transcend into contemplation of the esoteric? Engagement with critical discourse, 'emperors
new clothes' syndrome, the culture of review and critique dogma dictated by f***wits?
– Guy Begbie: Bookbinding specialist/multi-disciplinary artist
Art is seen as an imaginative concept that can be expressed in any visual medium. Craft is
defined as a learned skill that is used to develop a concept or create an object. I am drawn to
artists and craft persons that are constantly challenging these definitions: collaborative crossdisciplinary projects can bring them together rather than separate them.
– Amanda Brannan: Book artist/papermaker
I believe these are, in contemporary culture, external definitions imposed by makers and
critics. For example, one ceramicist might consider their work art, another craft. Interesting to
consider the remit of organisations such as the Crafts Council in this light, and how much of
the work that they promote pushes the boundary of craft, and promotes it using lessons
learnt from the Fine Art context.
Has the borderline always been so blurred? The Arts and Crafts Movement – elevation of
crafts, bracketed with art. Or the Bloomsbury Group, painting chairs, dabbling in screens and
murals.
If crafts are seen as slightly lower down the scale, it"s not only the factor of utility that is used
against them, but also the decorative element. Compare illustration and its relationship to fine
art.
If I were forced to say what I feel is the line separating the two today, it would be process –
craft is made by a craftsperson who has trained in the medium, implying a deep personal
understanding of the material used. Craft also suggests the 3-D object, whether a bound
book, a piece of metalwork, whereas art (although also 3-D) also encompasses 2-D work,
drawing, etc.
Art can be delegated to studio assistants – does craft have to be carried out by the maker?
(Tracey Emin"s quilts vs. Grayson Perry"s pots). – Nancy Campbell: Writer/printer
Art is transformative and transcendental. Craft is beautiful because it fulfills a function in a
satisfying way.
– Karen Leet: Graphic Manager for packaging prepress company
My immediate response is to say, "I see no division between art and craft". However I am
very judgmental about the way things are made and the quality of their construction,
regardless of whether or not they are supposed to be functional.
As a child I watched my father carving wood. He gave me a small workbench with a clamp,
chisels and mallet, and I copied him. That felt like craft. When I write or play music I have all
those same feelings of honing something, caring for it, helping it to emerge, defining it, living
with it, being proud of it. That feels like craft too but I"ve learnt to call it art.
Then, in search of a different answer, I think again. I begin to consider Brit Art. Is that an
example of “all Art and no craft”? Why do I begin this train of thought with Brit Art? Because
it's there that I think I might find shoddy, or badly constructed art. But this is a mistake, a
prejudice. I have a friend who is not a celebrated Brit Artist, but she constructs many of the
works that the Brit Artists go on to display to great acclaim. When she"s not fulfilling this
anonymous role, she is known as a famous and groundbreaking taxidermist. She is an
excellent craftswoman, that"s why the Brit Artists employ her.
Having considered the possibility of “all art and no craft”, I have to also consider the
possibility of “all craft and no art”. That might be a piece of furniture: a very carefully made
bed perhaps.
And “all art and no craft” might be a very carefully unmade bed.
(One that you wouldn"t want to sleep in).
– Django Bates: Music composer, performer, teacher
The Perception (of the maker & the viewer).
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The Context (of the object), Attitude, Class, Culture, History.
The Experience (criteria based on Education) The Intention - outcome of craft is more outwardly functional.
The Purpose – (regarding the maker) desired effect of bringing the object into existence.
The Reason (for making) i.e. what happens after the piece is made.
– AB: Multi-disciplinary Artist
Craft = skill = technique. It is fairly objective to judge the quality of craft which can be simple (or
at least look that way) or complex, but all craft requires training. Craft is a set of learned skills
that can be utilized or applied to one's vision or goal. I say "learned," also recognising that
there is some level of innate talent that means that no matter how much I practice (here
especially music) I will never achieve the level of accomplished or prominent musicians or
bookbinders.
"Art": This is a "loaded" word, very subjective to say what is or isn't art. Sometimes I can
recognize skill or craft, but still dislike an artist's work, or just not be affected by it one way or
the other. I have little patience for "art" that is not done well or thoughtfully.
"A craftsman is someone who does something better than anyone else thinks is necessary.”
– Barbara Blumenthal: Bookbinder, Librarian, Musician
I think the questioning is briefly interesting – for me as a practitioner – when I embark on a
project, but the separation is not remotely interesting. For the public a crafted object may be
received as a piece of art, and an art piece may only receive praise as being well-crafted.
– Djeribi: Artist/Publisher/Farmer/Baker
Art can be partly craft. . . craft can be partly art – but you take out either element both can
suffer, art and craft. The art of breadmaking is a good case in point.
A teacher (and painter and writer), John Lane wrote a book called !Timeless Simplicity creative living in a consumer society".
I remember there"s a picture of breadmaking on the front cover.
He also wrote about art and the sacred etc. He was dealing with belief systems bigger than !Art
as a career/Art as luxury goods" in a consumer society. Whether you agree with his views or
not, at least the bloke"s dealing with our big issues and you wouldn't catch him setting up
merely's, craft. . .
Of course there are genuine tensions currently between arts and crafts – its value systems and
the future(s) at stake! The shits who are steering the ship are 'hungry ghosts' – the Buddhists
have had their number for years, you will be forced to make a choice sooner or later. On the
edges, beyond Art, read the end of growth, economics. . . It"s stuff like that, not Tracey's novel,
that has worth. . .
– !Artist Y"

2) – Artist or craftsperson – what do you think are the connotations imposed upon these roles
by society, negative or positive?
I don't have much idea, actually. Some people whom I know – say James Dodds and his wife
– are both. He's a shipbuilder, oil-painter. . . she's a bookbinder and ceramicist.
– Martin Newell
The Art Establishment does tend to dismiss craft elements - especially those who can't
master them. – Phil Rickman
Artist - urban/deep/cutting edge/contemporary/provocative/positive (see Malcolm McLaren)
Craftsperson - rural/narrow/traditional/charming/negative (see Vivienne Westwood)
– Rob Hillier
I"m not quite sure how to answer this question as it"s not something I"ve thought about.
Society can have whatever views it wants to about the crafts; I often meet people who see
my work and have no idea about why I do it or why I care about it. I suspect those same
people have a similar attitude to art. Other people do seem to understand.
– Jon Getz
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A Craftsperson !makes" – there is skill involved, there is a level of attainment and expertise, a
dialogue with the material or process. An artist !creates" and may employ others to fulfill the
idea. – Diane McCourt
This is an interesting one. The term !Artist" covers everyone from Michelangelo to Mrs.
Jackson, painter of !Peter the Kitty". There is a vast disparity between the two. Maybe it
should be a term that is bestowed on a person rather than someone deciding that they are an
artist? I am deeply suspicious of anyone who calls themself an artist whereas a craftsperson
is considered rather honest and honourable. This completely contradicts what I said in the
above paragraph!
I would never ever call myself an artist – it sounds pretentious. I"ve just thought what the
difference is; Art is done for art"s sake (that old cliché) but Craft is problem-solving and
practical, like Graphic Design or Architecture. – Vicky Fullick
Usually negative: as from the layperson they usually imply/impose simplistic categorization
e.g. lack of/evidence of traditional skills and formal value.## – Guy Begbie
Some elements of the general public see the artist as doing something that is personally
fulfilling and not always economically successful. This may be judged in a negative light as a
self-centeredly indulgent – and difficult to define – occupation. They tend see craftspeople in
a more positive light because of their understanding that the craftspeople have a definable
skill and are able to make products that are maybe practical and profitable.
But, personally, there is another side to this debate! In my experience, when discussing my
work with many in the !creative arts world" in this country. . . I am constantly taken aback by
negative comments regarding my papermaking practice, as it is not seen as a traditional
artists" medium. I hear !papermaking - any one can do that", or !Oh, I did a bit of papermaking
when I was at primary school!" – said with a very condescending tone.
Being made aware that papermaking has been relegated to a basic, easily-done hobby; I
usually try to direct attention towards my Book Arts practice in an effort to be taken seriously
as an arts practitioner. This is something that I never had to do in America and has begun to
challenge my arts/crafts identity and I am reluctant to show my hand-papermaking work.
Do I have to be aware of this issue and decide where I want to show and sell my work?
Understanding the demographics of our audiences and the nature of the individual venues
can result in a more positive experience.
!Shambolic Book Art fairs" do seem to be the best for me, because they seem to attract folks
who have a more eclectic, less hierarchical appreciation of !art" and !craft".
– Amanda Brannan
An artist is seen as someone from another species, almost. Exalted, revered, awe-inspiring.
A craftsperson is workmanlike, exceedingly competent and meticulous. On the flip side,
artists are seen as flighty, self-centered, and able to speak bullshit fluently. Banksy's "Exit
Through the Gift Shop" examines this pretty thoroughly. The negative views of a craftsperson
may include the idea that this is a wannabe artist, or that his/her work is derivative and
traditional. There's also the idea that craft is a hobby and art is a calling.
And that the artist dreams, but the craftsman builds according to the artist's direction.
– Karen Leet
Which society?
The most powerful response to the work of artists might seem to be negative newspaper
headlines that denigrate with expressions of disgust and mistrust. One might think those
papers could impose a connotation… But those views don"t seem to reflect the voice of the
people. I think most sane people accept that art just has to exist and many of them use it as
a way of enriching their lives. But I do think people have a problem with the idea of their
taxes going towards the creation of things that have no recognizable function. Then you"d
expect them to respond better towards craftsmen but I think most people never use the word
“craftsman” and have no idea what a craftsman would do. There are lots of television
programmes showing people how to improve their homes etc but they seem to revel in a total
ignorance of craftsmanship or aesthetics. Rather they show things can be changed with no
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skill, care, respect or love. – Django Bates
Craftsperson (Positive):
Skilled (practically & technically)
Specialist
Individual & Historical knowledge
Sensibility to Materials
Highly Visual Mind / Visual Thinker
Creative
Imaginative
One who leads an alternative lifestyle
Tenacious and dogged approach to practice / prepared to work long hours
Craftsperson (Negative):
Introverted
Retrogressive
Elitist
Un-intellectual
Work shy
Waster / Social Freeloader
Dilettante
Beardo – Hippy (!)
Artist (Positive):
Philosophical / Intellectual
Free-thinking
Progressive
Positivity / Theatricality
Adds to Socio-Cultural Experience / Provider of civilized entertainment
Iconoclastic / Questioning / Satirical Reportage
Special – perceived as having a unique / underground / alternative/ subversive voice or vision
in comparison to the Populous - / The Common Man"s Avatar" (!)
Artist (Negative):
Sensationalist
Narcissistic
Non-Productive Role – adds nothing to society: Government funding of role is seen as a
waste of tax-payers" money – which could be used for more (universally) morally acceptable
purposes.
– AB
!Artist" generally connotes more of a creative person.
I think there exists a stereotype that, say, a cobbler, who IS a skilled craftsperson, is NOT
artistic, but I would say the cobbler CAN be. (See my answer to No. 5, too.)
– Barbara Blumenthal
These have always depended on the utilitarian slant/the value of perceived hard work of
each particular society at a particular time, and within this, each particular stratum of each
society being expected to respond in a particular way. The last time I flicked though !How to
spend it" (a supplement to the weekend Financial Times) I noted that the very rich are
supposed to purchase high end made-to-measure hyper- personalised one-offs, hypercrafted objects, along with the high-end of the art pieces on offer, both in the aim of
discerning themselves from the undiscerning flat-screen-owning Aldi/Lidl shoppers. In such
supermarkets you can purchase, for very little money, Chinese garlic sold in handcrafted little
baskets. – Djeribi

3) – Do you see yourself as an artist, or allied more to craft tradition?
To which definition do you yourself feel most drawn?
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I see myself as an entertainer. Whether the entertainment which I currently provide
eventually turns out to be regarded as art, is up to time itself and a few poncy critics in
London, I suppose. I don't really care, I just want to be paid so I can carry on doing it then
buy food and shelter now. – Martin Newell
The way I see it, you pursue your craft and, just occasionally, something happens that you
weren't expecting... to take the craft element to a new level. This is art. – Phil Rickman
In describing myself as an “artist designer”, I would say both.
I don"t feel most drawn to either. In my practice both are inextricably combined. – Rob Hillier
I"m definitely not an artist. Some people who have seen my work like to call me an artist and
it make me feel very uncomfortable, almost fraudulent. Craft is what I do. – Jon Getz
For technical skill I would like to be considered a craftsperson but for creativity an artist. I
used the term designer maker and stepped away from the whole argument. I wanted to be
judged on what I produced not labels used. For me it was about the dialogue with the
material pushing what it/I was able to achieve. – Diane McCourt
As a Graphic Designer and Letterpress printer I would put myself firmly in the position of
!craftsperson". I also enjoy embroidering cushion covers. To be called a craftsperson you
have to do something well, but an artist can produce any old crap and still be an artist. But
there is a chasm in meaning between the words !craft" and !craftsperson".
It"s subtle, but there. – Vicky Fullick
I would hope that I could claim to engage – and be allied with – both definitions in my range
of practice, challenging preconceived notions of creativity. – Guy Begbie
I became an artist papermaker and book artist while living in California. Here, in this country,
papermaking it is mainly seen as a craft, not worthy of being called an art form, but in
America papermakers are seen as artists and papermaking is seen as an artists" medium
that offers the possibility to explore concepts that can be both two and three-dimensional.
The college courses I attended in California were taught by an artist papermaker and the
syllabus was grounded in the contemporary arts. Hand papermaking was seen as a medium
that easily leaned towards the development of conceptual and creative ideas. We were not
taught from a !learning a craft" point of view. – Amanda Brannan
Neither, I would describe my current practice as writing first and foremost, although I studied
a traditional craft apprenticeship. – Nancy Campbell
Definitely more aligned with a craft tradition. – Karen Leet
Please see my carpentry memories above. I publicly describe myself as an artist but
personally judge all my work by how well it is crafted. I would imagine many
composers/performers would feel the same. Composing is such a long, detailed process with
infinite aesthetic choices to be made, each leading to a set of technical challenges to be
solved. That is not to suggest that there"s no emotional aspect to the process. Simplistically, I
might have an idea for a feeling I want to create in a room where the piece will be performed,
and some ideas about musical experiments I wish to build on, and then I"ll pursue both with a
mind that"s open to any new possibilities that arise from this process.
– Django Bates
I always found it difficult to call myself an artist – this !hesitation" has stemmed from my own
education: I believed my practice to be more fluid and encompassing than the particular
definition of !artist" that was !offered".
Today I tend to describe my role in terms of my practice (what I do) rather than alluding to a
!perceived" stereotype of what I may !be".
Not a cold distinction, but viewed in terms of the interplay between the two - rather than in
opposition, to be complementary to one another. – AB
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Definitely, I see myself as part of a CRAFT tradition, especially since I studied with a German
master bookbinder who was trained according to a centuries-old European
apprenticeship/journeyman model. I do NOT consider myself an artist, nor a book artist. I
often simply refer to myself, if not as a bookbinder, as a book worker, a term I also use to
refer to printers, paper makers, calligraphers, etc., anyone practicing traditional arts of the
book. I think I also would apply this term to people doing work using digital methods.
– Barbara Blumenthal
I usually describe myself as !making things" – throwing objects, installations, books and
sourdough bread into the same sentence, so I definitely feel allied to both traditionalism and
– more importantly – I get pleasure from both. – Djeribi

4) – What might ill-informed people think are the negative qualities of !craft" or !art"?
Well. We have the Philistine approach. . . of “I got a four year old kid who could do better
than that.” Or we've got the deeply paranoid despots and dictators, who are so scared of it,
that they occasionally have artists or musicians killed or imprisoned. Then you've got people
like me, who only regard it as art if it's say, a picture of 3 kittens in a boot, or some dogs in
eyeshades playing poker. . . or a stag in a glen - the latter being a thing, I have to say, which
I do ,with no sense of irony, still find compelling to look upon. – Martin Newell
Art - arty/mystifying/impenetrable
Craft – folksy/frail/popular – Rob Hillier
Some people think it"s “poncey” or unnecessary but I don"t care what they think. They can
fuck off. – Jon Getz
That Craft is something naff and out of date, and that art is pretentious navel-gazing with little
or no relevance to the !real" world. – Diane McCourt
Craft – Lack of excess of the gimmick, lack of a screen.
Art – “I could do that”##. –Guy Begbie
They may deem !craft" or !art" unworthy because it benefits only a few and not able to see –
or understand – the positive side of having a creative Arts and Craft element in society. This
can have a negative effect because they question government funding for the arts; think that
too many resources, money and space are being used in art and crafts. – Amanda Brannan
Craft – formulaic, homely, traditional
Art – pretentious, inaccessible – Nancy Campbell
People might think that artists are benefit cheats and should “get a proper job”. But then
there"d be one less job available and one less possibility of a creative act taking place.
The only negativity I hear towards crafts people is along the lines of “they knit their own
yoghurt”. What does this actually mean? It"s a very artistic phrase. I think it"s a way of saying,
“they think they"re better than us; they make things because they think the stuff we buy isn"t
good enough for them”. Living in Stoke Newington, I never hear any negativity towards
yoghurt knitters and I believe that deep down everybody has an inherited admiration for wellmade things. Go back a few years; would your ancestors rather get into a well-balanced,
hand-carved boat with a strong well-stitched sail, or an MDF flat-pack raft with a few missing
oars? – Django Bates
Waste of …
Time / Money / Resources – unnecessary to society and culture as a whole: anyone can do
it, so therefore we don"t need artists/craftspeople.
Ugly. No !use". – AB
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5) – Is something intrinsically less worthy if it offers mere functionality without the added
dimension of aesthetics?
No. – Martin Newell
Functionality itself has an aesthetic value. . . doesn't it? – Phil Rickman
As someone who was trained within the modernist design tradition of form following function,
I find it difficult to separate functionality from aesthetics. Successful design depends on the
two elements complementing each other. – Rob Hillier
As I"ve already said, I believe art is more important that craft and the attention society pays to
art is a reflection of how society holds the same view. – Jon Getz
If something does exactly want you want it to do you may take it for granted, but that was
what it was developed to do, it has achieved its objective. Personally I would like it to appeal
to me but this can be achieved through simplicity as well as embellishment. – I"d go for
simplicity if I had a choice (less to maintain and fall apart!) – Diane McCourt
No, quite the opposite; something is intrinsically more worthy if it offers real functionality. If it
does, aesthetics usually follow on naturally (Shaker furniture being an obvious example).
Form follows function etc. But I suppose there are an awful lot of crappily- designed
functional objects in the world – but they usually don"t work properly either.
Book Art is a tricky area – a book to read is an obviously functional object with one purpose
whereas the books one encounters at the Book Fairs are often entirely impractical.
Their aesthetic value is purely subjective. As you say, there is a great divide between the
!fine press" work and the photocopied and stapled offerings downstairs (I"m not talking about
your books here, Mike! They have an obvious aesthetic value because they have been
beautifully executed). – Vicky Fullick
No, but it could be described as unresolved in terms of both craft and art. – Guy Begbie
Not less worthy if it functions within the criteria of the artist"s or crafts person"s concept.
–Amanda Brannan
Not in general, but less interesting to me personally. – Nancy Campbell
Well, yes. This is not to say that craftsmanship is missing the added dimension of aesthetics.
Good craftsmanship is often good art. Good art does not always incorporate good
craftsmanship, however. – Karen Leet
To me, to see something aesthetically pleasing (or challenging) is simply a reminder that
somebody somewhere cares about what they"re doing. Somebody gives a shit! I need to
know that because I feel surrounded by stuff that is made without care. I also want people to
put some personal mark on their work because that is a form of communication. It
communicates to me. – Django Bates
No.
We have learnt to look at objects in terms of appreciating functionality and design without the
need for traditional notions of aesthetics i.e. beauty / form.
The !new" aesthetic is intrinsic to the object i.e. functionality as an aesthetic.
Often principles of design function have previously been interpreted solely as decorative
elements.
These boundaries constantly shift as objects are developed over time; as do new
comparisons on the question of aesthetics and function. Time & definition = theories.
– AB
NO. Of course not. I think that if something is supremely functional, it is essentially
aesthetically pleasing, in that the ease of use results in its being pleasing in other ways.
Again, the issue of aesthetics is, as in "art," enormously subjective. For example, the
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American Shakers were consummate craftspeople who also operated with what I consider to
be an elegant and clean aesthetic sense. I am certain that other people prefer baroque or
otherwise ornate design. Such chairs are also functional, but I would argue that their
excessive decoration makes them less comfortable and less pleasing to USE. I find the same
problem with some book artists whose "books" – due either to materials or design –are
unapproachable. It can be difficult to understand how to handle them, how to "read" them.
Some artists" books DO intrigue me, but many do not engage me or make me want to try to
understand them. Especially with text, the primary responsibility of the binder is to serve and
respect the text. Even medieval binders couldn't resist the urge to decorate their bindings, but
the bound volume has to function well as a book first. Thus there is a huge distinction
between a bookbinder, who can be artistic in creating a bookbinding, and a book artist, who
uses the book form to convey a more conceptual idea. – Barbara Blumenthal
This less-worthiness I feel really took hold of the collective consciousness from the 1950s
when the masses, us, were dictated what they needed by what was mass-produced. When
an individual is left to decide what is functional for her/him, he may be left to define her/his
own aesthetics and worthiness. – Djeribi

6) – Can you think of examples where this line is blurred to the point of meaninglessness?
Certain types of wooden chair found in kitchens.
Certain types of modern post boxes and telephone kiosks. – Martin Newell
The Heckler and Koch MP5 submachine gun. – Rob Hillier
I suspect there are times when the line gets blurred.
Grayson Perry"s ceramics would be craft if they were made by a craft potter but they were
made by an artist and that changes them. I don"t know why I believe this but I do. – Jon Getz
I was trying to think of a jewellery example and came up with the following:
A wedding band – it can take many forms, be set diamonds, be inscribed, be made of
platinum, be thick or very thin, but one thing to remember is that over time it will become
worn and will show the time and fashions of when it was originally purchased. Worth is the
value the person who wears it puts on it, nothing more. However this gets bound up with the
whole symbolism that goes hand-in-hand with jewellery. – Diane McCourt
William Morris. Frank Lloyd Wright. Shaker Communities in the US. Japanese tea
ceremonies. Rubens, Rodin and Andy Warhol all kept ateliers which pumped out artistic
product under the artist's brand name, with a hierarchy taken from medieval craft guilds.
– Karen Leet
Blurred to the point of meaningless could be: a very functional pair of glasses that perfectly
frame my face (although this is not intended by the manufacturer) but that I cannot see
through properly. – Django Bates
Aeroplane propeller, Madonna and Child…? – Gordon Young
7) – Have you ever encountered a judgment of your work that reflects what you feel to be
these confining definitions or prejudices?
I'm not sure I fully understand the question, but in the past, when I've seen people dancing to
certain of my songs, that's annoyed me. In early and angrier days, I used to write tempo
changes into pop songs in order to sabotage the dancer.
I don't, however, come across many judgments of my work.
A) I never send any review copies out because I don't care what any critic thinks and B) the
last time anyone ventured an opinion to my face, I walked out of his house, assuring him that
I would (in best Essex argot) “ . . .have him over.”
I've become less interested in art, craft or taste good or bad. I just want to work and be paid.
– Martin Newell
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Not really. – Rob Hillier
Only once, and it reflected my poor judgment on choosing to participate in a craft show. –
Diane McCourt
No, I can"t think of a particular judgment I have encountered because, as a designer, I
consider myself a problem-solver, who works to a specific brief and most definitely not an
artist. If you call yourself an artist, you have to accept that you will be judged on that
statement. – Vicky Fullick
Yes, and I would be worried if this wasn't the case. Provocation of a broad spectrum of
reaction is important. – Guy Begbie
When I was accepted for the Ma Book arts course at Camberwell I visited the college and
spoke to the course leader was really worried that my practice was too !crafts based" and that
I may not have chosen the right course. Amusingly, I ended up being given an award for
pushing the boundaries of the book arts format. – Amanda Brannan
People have questioned the costs of the books I make, which would be unlikely if they were
buying !art" (i.e. independent prints). – Nancy Campbell
Yes. Having gone through art school in the design department rather than the fine arts (and
there's a distinction right there, "fine arts" vs. the more no-nonsense "design"), I had drawing
and painting teachers who would sniffily evaluate my work as mere illustration. Having
worked in prepress for 13+ years, I can say that my graphics group is seen as being even a
step below designers. Many of them even exhibit reverse snobbery towards designers and
artists, and complain about "designeritis", which is a condition characterized by a swollen
ego, a loud whine, and a puny technical skill set. – Karen Leet
I don"t know if this is relevant (it is, if you remove the word !these"), but I have been told off for
many things in my work.
Using humour is often considered !un-artistic". In this age the artist is meant to take
him/herself seriously. I strongly disagree because all intelligent people seem to have a great
need for humour as a way of expressing themselves, and I sometimes need extreme levity in
order to make the moments of extreme gravity as effective as possible.
Which reminds me: sudden contrasts have also caused consternation. A surprising number
of people don"t wish to be surprised. Perhaps helped by composers such as Michael Nyman,
it is often thought that the artist is meant to stick with one style. His trademark.
Writing very dense music has been described as !unnecessary" and !showing off" – almost as
if too much detail is offensive (as with knitted yoghurt), because it expresses a dissatisfaction
for the normal blandness. – Django Bates
Yes. All dependent on audience, environment and context. – AB
As I see it, the trend in the U.K. and the U.S. (in Designer Bookbinders and The Guild of
Book Workers) is towards diminished value given to the competent and simply designed
book, and more glory paid to more complex, and complicated, designs. My own work was not
chosen for two juried bookbinding exhibitions, I think in part because they were not "flashy"
enough for the judges. Maybe this is just disappointment on my part, but when I see the
exhibition catalogues I see this trend. – Barbara Blumenthal
Yes, but again I am more interested in my own questioning and how it affects how I choose
to address a particular project. I satisfy my own need to prove my hardworkingness, my
popularity and the saleability of what I produce with my bread-and-butter business of (handkneaded) sourdough breads and pâtisseries, Maison Djeribi, which I also definitely address
as an art project. In my art practice I can then use craft or concept without feeling I have to
prove that I can or should go one direction or the other. – Djeribi
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
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